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PBEFACE 
In the analysis of turbomachinery, it is very necessary to know 
flow behavior in certain velocity ranges~ Airfoil and cascade 
theories already have provided solutions of the flow problem for 
incompressible fluids.,. The development of cascade theory for com-
pressible fluids carries with it a great number of difficultieso 
One of the unsolved problems is that of the behavior of a cascade 
of blunt-nosed profiles in a mixed compressible-fluid flowo When 
a flow is initially supersonic., a detached, curved shock wave forms 
in front of each profileo Behind the wave, there exists a region 
of subsonic velocities bordered by the shock curve and the nose of the 
profile., Further downstream, the flow becomes supersonic againo 
t 
The method of successive approximations frequently is productive 
of useful results., This, then, is the first approximation of the 
solution of the flow of a compressible fluid through a cascade of 
blunt-nosed profilese As such, it carries the properties of a 
guidepost,, but not those of a map., The rigorous development of the 
theory is hampered by tremendous mathematical difficulties... Proof 
of the existence of a solution is given by Bergman1 for the irrota-
tional case. Frankl demonstrates the uniqueness of the solution for 
an isolated cone with detached nose shocko2 Neither of the given 
theorems applies directly to the problemo Thus far,, no analytical 
1 . Stefan Bergman,, "On S'IJ>ersonic and Partially Supersonic Flows," 
liAQ!, IN. 1096 (December, 1946)0 
2 F o Frankl, non the Problem of Chaplygin for Mixed Sub- and 
Supersonic Flows," NACA, !M 1155 (June., 1947)., 
resu.lts have been discoveredo Under these conditionsJ the author 
justified in accomplishing his ends by non-rigorous meanso 
1 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The solution of mixed compressible-fluid flow through a straight 
cascade of blunt-nosed profiles is of practical importance in further-
ing the design theory of axial-flow turbomachineryo The development 
of compressible-fluid flow theory is step-by-step; starting with the 
simplest flow configurations, and continuing to slightly more compli-
cated oneso This approach is the soundest one, for the theory thereby 
is assured of a solid foundationo Necessity and lack of time o~en 
force the engineer to attack a more advanced problem for which some 
of the foundations stones are missingo Necessarily, many assumptions 
must be made; some of which cannot be justified solidlyo Retaining 
rigor is next to impossible, and the method of successive approxi-
mations becomes the chief toolo Individual solutions of this type 
serve as direction indicators in the development of the general theory, 
and as starting points in the evolution of particular-case theorieso 
Thus in this study, a two-dimensional analysis is made of the flow be-
tween two adjacent turbomachine bladeso The summation of all flows 
through all blades will produce the required results for one turbo,, 
machine wheelo 
Full advantage is made of a step-by-step solutiono Since the anal~ 
ysis depends heavily on the geometry of the flow, and since the inequal-
ities used in reasoning often change directions with only slight changes 
in local values of flow variables, conjecture on e:xpected results is 
quite difficulto Later research may solve the entire range of veloci= 
ties for a given cascade~ At that time J a solution to the general prob·~ 
lem should have more encouraging probability than it does now. 
CHAPTER II 
ANTECEDENT INVESTIGATIONS 
Since momentum theory in its old form, applied to turbomachines9 
fails to produce results in certain velocity ranges, it is necessary 
to apply cascade theory, and to develop it further,, The general 
theory of incompressible-fluid flow through straight cascades is al-
ready far advancedo1 In the region of compressible subsonic potential 
flow, Costello, 2 using the method outlined by Lin3 produces a cascade 
designo More precise, more tedious, and entirely different is the 
method presented by Wango4 Although it is given for an isolated body 
only, it seems adaptable to cascade flow_o Pure supersonic flow about 
bluntrnosed objects is not possible physicallYco 
Very little is known about the problem under considerationp that 
of mixed compressible-fluid flov1 about a blunt bodyo The work of 
1 A unified treatment is given in Fo Weinig, Die Stromung :JJ!!! die 
Schaufeln Y.QD. Turbomaschineno 
2 George Ro Costello, "Method of Designing Cascade Blades with 
Prescribed Velocity Distributions in Compressible Potential Flows»" 
JIJACAl) I!: 978 (1950) o 
3 
3 C., Co Lin.:1 non an Extension of the von Karman-Tsien Method to 
Two-Dimensional Subsonic Flows with Circulation around Closed Profiles~" 
Quarterly of Am,lied Mathematics, IV (October, 1946) ~ 291-297 ~ 
' ' 
4 Chi-Teh Wang, "Variational Method in the Theory of Compressible 
Fluidj) 11 Journal of the Aeronautical Sciences, XV (November, 1948), 67')o,, 
685; also errataj) XVI (February, 1949), 125 fo 
4 
Dugundji5 is quite misleading when applied to the two-dimensional case., 
The only other pertinent 'Writing is that of Busemann., 6 His survey of 
know experimental and theoretical results is sparse o However, he in-
troduce s the concept of 11 shoulder circle, 11 a very useful tool which is 
explained later., 
5 John Dugundji, nAn Investigation of the Detached Shock in Front 
of a Body of Revolution,'' Journal of 1illt Aeronautical Sciences,i IV (De-
cember9 1948) 9 699-705.. ' · 
6 Adolf BusemannJ n A Review of Analytical :Methods for the Treat= 
ment of Flows with Detached Shocks, 11 NACA, ll 1858 (April, 1949)" 
CHAPTER III 
STATEMENT OF PROBIEM 
The determination of the thrust- and torque-reactions of a 
straight cascade of blunt-nosed profiles to the flow of air with an 
entrance Mach number of lo? is the chief purpose of this investi-
gationo The same problem is to be solved for a straight cascade of 
sharp-nosed profiles., the element of which corresponds very closely 
in shape and position to the element of the blunt-nosed profile 
cascade., The results of the two problems are to be compared ·with 
each other~ and analyzedo 
5 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATIONS 
A Cascade of Modified NACA Profiles 
1 Profile and Channel Layout 
6 
Entrance Mach number and profile configuration are chosen such that 
channel theory may be employed in the two-dimensional analysis of the 
flow between two adjacent bladeso The NACA 63-206 airfoil is the basic 
profile selected., To produce turning of the flow, the profile is modi-
fied to increase the camber., Actual chord length, or bucket width equals 
2 inches, and the layout scale ratio chosen is 10 to 1., The construction 
follows., NACA Mean Line 6.3 is plotted from the data of Table 4=L The 
Table 4-1 
NACA Mean Line 6.31 
X Ye X Ye 
(per cent c) (per cent c) (per cent c) (per cent c) 
0 0 30 6.,000 
1 .. 25 0 .. 489 40 5 .. 878 
2 .. 5 0.,958 50 5,,510 
5.,0 1.,833 60 40898 
7 .,5 2 .. 625 70 4 .. 041 
10 .3 o.333 80 2 .. 939 
15 40500 90 1 .. 592 
20 5,.333 95 0,.827 
25 5.,833 100 0 
x's are the chord (c) station abscissae, and they 1 s are the mean line 
C 
ordinates, :measured from the chord., A tangent is dra1m. to the mean line 
at the leading edge, or at station O., The slope of the lea.ding=edge 
1 Ira H., Abbott and Albert E., von ~oenhoff, Theou .Q! Wing Sec-
;hions, po 384., 
Figure 4-:,1 
Construction of 
Leading-Edge Circle 
7 
radius line is laid out with respect 
to this tangent 9 and the leading= 
edge circle drawn as shown in Figure 
4-L Values of slope and radius are 
given at the end of Table 4-2, page 
8. Upper and lower surf aces are 
then laid out, using the data for 
NA.CA 6,3-206. The new stations are 
plotted along the original chordo 
A point corresponding to each station is located along the mean line by 
finding the mean line intercept of a line drawn perpendicular to the 
P= ;x1nl t7i? o/_l7c!r.5t1Mce1 chord at each chord station. 
P _..----r Q = ,,00/17/ on hwer.st1,,,.Gc.e, . 
\\ \ .LJ, e trd1',,cl,k The station ordinates are laid 
,SUf'l"C 
';,0 • /L~nnne.s/Qllbn a:;rn>s. lo c/;tJl'C/s6//bn off at right angles to the 
90• 
\ -st1rf'ace orc/lnafe 
~_l 
~---...£!,ore! - -
Figure 4=2 
new ckf.cl .s/l:lf!bn.s 
Layout of Profile Surfaces 
mean line, above or below, as 
required., The layout proce= 
dure is indicated in Figure 
4-2. 
Two blades are arranged to form the walls of the channel under 
x = cf;c;nne/ a.,r/s / 
}I = ca:scctcle 0%1.:S • 
pilch = I. 6 ,;,. ,1 
.sf~ger c1t51le = 30 ° • 
Table 4-2 
NACA 63=206 Wing Section Data2 
Station 
0 
.,,458 
.. 703 
1.,197 
20438 
40932 
70429 
90930 
14 .. 934 
19.,941 
24.,950 
29 .. 960 
340970 
39.,981 
Ji4.,991 
50.,000 
55.,008 
600015 
65 .. 020 
70 .. 023 
75 .. 023 
800022 
85.019 
900013 
95.,006 
100.,000 
Upper Surface 
Ordinate 
0 
.. 551 
.. 677 
.,876 
1.,241 
L776 
2.,189 
2 .. 526 
3 .. 058 
3.,451 
3.,736 
3.,926 
4.,030 
4.,042 
3 .. 972 
30826 
30612 
3.,338 
3.,012 
20642 
2 .. 237 
1.,804 
1.,356 
0 
.,900 
.,454 
Leading=edge eirele radiusi 0.,297, 
Lower Surf aee 
Station 
0 
.,542 
.797 
lo303 
2 .. 562 
5 .. 068 
7.,571 
10.,070 
15 .. 066 
20 .. 059 
25 .. 050 
30.,040 
35.,030 
40.,019 
45 .. 009 
50,000 
54 .. 992 
59 .. 985 
64.,980 
69.,977 
74.,927 
79 .. 978 
84 .. 981 
89 .. 987 
94.,994 
100.,000 
Ordinate 
0 
= .. 451 
- .,537 
- .. 662 
- .,869 
-1.,144 
-LJ41 
=l .. 492 
-1 .. 712 
=1 .. 859 
-L946 
-L982 
-1.970 
-L900 
-L782 
-1 .. 620 
=L422 
-L,196 
- .,952 
- .. 698 
- 0447 
- .212 
- .,010 
0 
.,134 
.,178 
slope of leading-edge circle radius line through leading edge; 0.,0842" 
analysis., The reference axes are located such that the velocity com,.. 
ponents along them generally are positive., Figure 4-3 shows the skele= 
9 
ton layout of the channelo The leading edges are at the le~, and the 
mean lines are drawn below the chords. The flow is from le~ to right. 
2 Nose Region 
The entrance portion of the stagnation line must be located first 
in order to define the channel walls upstream, and to locate the opti-
mum direction of approach. The nose of the profile is very nearly sym-
metric about the leading-edge radius lineo If the direction of approach 
is chosen parallel to this line, the profile presents its slimmest aspect 
to the incoming stream, and thereby minimizes the region of strong shock 
of the detached nose waveo Because of the symmetry property~ the en-
trance portion of the stagnation line coincides with a continuation of 
the leading-edge radius line~ and the stagnation point with chord station 
zero. 
The detach distance of the shock from the stagnation point is found 
nexto Only e:xperimental results are availableo It must be assumed that 
the detach distance in front of the profile coincides with that of a 
sphere in .free flight, at the same Mach numbero A shadowgraph picture 
of a sphere is available for a Mach number, M, of 1.8.3 The quantities 
obtained by measurement must be corrected to M = 1.7. Let 
S = detach distance, inches, 
D = sphere diameter, incheso 
The scale is arbitrary, since only the ratios are important. To reduce 
error, the measurements are taken as shown in Figure 4-4. Let m be a 
3 Hans Wolfgang Liepmann and Allen E. Puckett, Introduction to 
Aerodynamics of~ Compressible Fluid, Figo 6•13, po 99. 
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polynomial in M, and f (M) a function of M., Then, let 
~ /D = f (M) = a1 m + azm2 + a3m3 + .. .. o + , 
where the a' s are constants, and O i S/D <( lo If m = M - 1, and if' 
the power terms, which tend toward zero, are neglected, then 
S /D = a (M - 1) , (1) • 
The constant a then can be determined from experimental data .. 
At M = 1, S/D =O. Substitution into the last equa-
tion produces the identity 
At M =L8., 
Therefore, 
0 = a (0) =O, yielding no solution for a. 
( S/D) 108 =a (1,.8 - 1) 0 
a = ( C /D)1 .. s(l/0 .. 8) 0 
On the shadowgraph, the measure-
ments are: 
D = 0.46 in .. , 
D + 6 = 0. 54 in., 
Therefore, 8 = 0.,08 in'!, and 
( 8 /D) 10g = 0.,08/0.,46., 
Figure 4-4 
Measurement of S at M = L.8 
a = (Oo.08/o.,46)(1/008) = 0.,2174, " 
The equation (1) now reads 
8/D = 0.,2174(M ~ 1) 
At M = 1,.7, 
( S/D)l .. 7 = 0.,2174(1 .. 7 -· 1) = 0.1522 .. 
According to the data at the end of Table 4-2, the diameter of the lead= 
ind-edge circle, D, in per cent of c, equals 0.,594., The detach distance 
11 
in per cent of c equals 
6 ( 6 /D) 1 •7 (D) = 001522(00594) 
s = 000905 0 
Next to be found is the shape of the nose shock wave o There exists 
no. analytical relation between the shape of the nose and that of the de-
tached waveo However, the shapes are related indirectlyo For this re-
lation, the concept of 11 shoulder circle" must be introduced. 4 The 
11 shoulder circle" is located as follows: At M = lo 7, 6 "t' the s, cr1 
wedge angle of maximum magnitude for attached shock equals 17 degrees$ 
Chart 2-1) The nose region of the profile is redrawnll magnified 125 to 
On tracing paper, an acute angle equal to 2 Els ·t is laid off. 
9 cr1 
The traced angle is superimposed on the nose region until the unique tan-
gency condition shown in Figure 4-5 is obtainedo The points of·tangency 
are t1 shoulder points:, t1 and the 
shoulder circle may be located by 
drawing normals to the surfaces at 
the points of tangency, locating 
the point of intersection of these 
normals, and:, using this as center, 
Figure 4-5 drawing a circle through both 
Location of 11 Shoulder Circle" points of tangencyo Because of 
the approximate symmetry of the nose about the leading-edge radius line~ 
4 Adolf Busemann, £&• cit o, po lL 
5 C. Lo Dailey and F. Co Wood, Computation Curves for Compressible 
Fluid Problems o 
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the center of the shoulder circle falls on that lineo The l eading edge 
of an object has l ittle or no influence on the shape of the detached 
shocko Two sensitive arcs behind and on either side of the leading edge 
bear the greatest influence o These arcs may be called II shoulders 9 n and 
it follows that the shoulder circle is the main factor in the definition 
of the relation between the nose shape and the shape of the detached 
wave o Thus the curved portion of the nose wave is defined as a circle 
which is concentric with the shoulder circle, and which has a radius 
equal to the distance from the stagnation point to the center of the 
shoulder circle plus the detach distance o The circular portion termin-
ates in a tangent which coincides with a wave angle of 37 degreeso The 
straight wave portion has a turning strength of 1 degree at a free-stream 
M of lo?, 6 which is equivalent to the turning strength of the straight 
portion of a detached wave with a free-stre~ M of 1.8, as shown in a 
shadowgrapho7 This configuration holds true at least for the length of 
wave front under considerationo 
The locus of the sonic line behind the detached shock is the next 
item to be found. At the wave, the sonic point falls where the local 
wave angle equals 61.4 degrees~ according to Chart 2olo8 This means that 
immediately downstream of this point M = lo The sonic line is one of the 
borders of the subsonic region. The sonic point at the wall must be 
located next. Its locus is given in Figure 4-6, where dis the length 
of the shock arc radius. The justification for the location of the sonic 
6 Ibid. 
7 Hans Wolfgang Liepmann and Allen E o Puckettl) 12.g,o £~• 
8 C. L. Dailey and F. C. Wood, Q.:Q.o cito 
Figure 4=6 
Loci of Wall Sonic Points 
point at the surf ace and up stream 
from the shoulder point is given by 
Busemanna9 The direction of the 
sonic line in the neighborhood of 
the wall is known to be perpendicular 
to the wall 1 since the flow there is 
parallel to the wall., Since it may 
be assumed that the sonic line is a 
simple curve, the outer portion of 
which is already constructed9 it can 
be concluded that the inner portion is the longer of two segmen~s forming 
the sonic line.. The definition of the locus of the wall sonic point re= 
sults in a satisfactory proportion between the two segments of the sonic 
line fl as shown in Figure J,,-7" The sharp corner of the intersection of 
the inner and outer segments of the line is removed by drawing a smooth 
fillet 9 as sh01,m., The flow is deflected 16o7 degrees away from the wall 
behind the wave sonic point according to Chart 2-L lO The outer segment 
Figure 4=7 
Construction of Sonic Line 
of the sonic line is perpendicular 
to this direction" The sonic line 
has two propertiesg (1) The Ma.ch 
number at every p o:int along it equals 
one~ and (2) the flow direction is 
orthogonal to it at, every point along 
ito 
At, the stagnation point ffe i:mmedi= 
9 Adolf Busemann)1 Qllo cito, Pc 120 
ately behind the normal portion of the nose shock» M = 0,, On either 
side of this point» a.long the wall., the curvature produces expansion un-
til sonic velocity is reached downstream, at the wall sonic pointb Pre-
ceeding laterally from the stagnation streamline~ the deflection through 
the curved portion of the nose wave is at first small~ then increasesr 
and then decreases a~er reaching a maxim.um, as shown in Figure 4-80 Ho'W--
ever, it is difficult to predict the locus of the streamlines further 
dovmstrearn inside the subsonic zone, 
since the wall is quite steep with re-
spect to the original flow directiono 
Because of the increa~ing-decreasing 
deflection property, the actual sonic 
line must be reflexed, as shown in Fig= 
Figure 4-8 ure 4-9,, The major portion is con= 
Flow Deflection Trends structed perpendicular to the wll, 
c__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
which means that some of the subsonic streamlines must be reflexed alsoo 
However, to facilitate the analysisj the sonic line of Figure 4-7 is re= 
Figure 4-9 
Reflexed Sonic Line 
tainedo 
The curved I?ortion of the nose 
wave rapidly changes strength from 
normal shock to very weak oblique 
shocko A division of the wave into 
incremental a.res permits the defini-
tion of single conditions behind each 
such portion. Adjacent portions dif-
fer sufficiently in flow variables that c~oss-flows are formedo Stati@ 
' 
15 
pressure-,, temperature- 9 and entropy differences.!/ in other words.!) are 
sufficiently large to force a flow across laminae between former stream 
filaments.. A.fter some mixing, the pressures will be matched. The other 
quantities will be sufficiently different to cause the persistence of 
shear sheets between adjacent layerso However,, since all these adjacent 
channel flows reach sonic velocity at the sonic line,, the shear sheets 
must disappear at this lineo It must be remembered that flows across 
I 
incremental portions of the sonic line still retain different reservoir 
conditionso 
3 Supersonic Doi.m.stream Region 
The supersonic portion of the flow pattern is next to be analyzed., 
A simplification is obtained by the assu:mption of only two extreme res-
I 
ervoirs; that pertaining to the flow immediately behind the sonic point 
at the wave,, and that pertaining to the wall streamline., Downstream of 
the wall sonic point,, the wall curvature is convex1 and the flow is ex-
pandingo 
The method of characteristics,, as given for instance by Liepmann 
and Puckett» U is most advantageous if the flow is prescribed9 and the 
shape of the wall or channel is to be foundo If the wall curve already 
1 is given exactly, a modification simplifies the worko The new procedure 
I is given belowo Essentially9 the behavior of the flow is as before,. 
(1) Construct tangents to the walls at.small intervals of arc~ 
(2) Locate the point corresponding to the tangent direction on ch~ 
acteristic curveo 
-11 Hans Wolfgang Liepmann and Allen Eo Puckett,, .QJ2,o cito.9 Chapter 
1.3 C 
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(3) With superimposed ellipse~12 read the wave angle corresponding 
to the tangency point)) as illustrated in Figure 4=,10 .. 
(4) Construct the Mach wave at, the tangency point on the wall such 
that the wave angle equals the tangency-point Mach angleo 
Figure 4-10 
(5) Assign a turning angle» 
& , to the. flow as it crosses 
the wave equal to the angle 
between successive tangents., 
The modified method pre-
sented permits the use of the 
Prandtl-Meyer flow relations~ 
Chart 2w~lll3 :r in the eonst'1:'UC= 
Hodograph· and Superimposed Ellipse tion of the characrl;eristfoso 
~---------· : ____ / _____ ----; 
The two methods are thoroughly interchangeable,, The application of the 
characteristics~charti or hodograph, is independent of the reservoir 
conditionso This holds true also for the application of the Prandtl-
Meyer flow relations.. A proof of the last statement is :unnecessaryv, 
since any sample problem can be solved by either method with identi@al 
I 
results,, Part of the modified method of characteristies appears in Fig= 
ure 4-11., The difference between the modification and the original can 
be seen easily in Figure 4-12., Let 
w" = flow velocity, 
l 
M" = Mach wave~ 1 
12 Ibid.,, p., 2lg., 
= points along wallp 
13 C., L,, Dailey and F., Co Wood, sm,. cit. 
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N j = normal to characteristic curve.11 
P j = ~nd point of vector on hodograph corresponding to 
i, j = 1, 2, ., ., ., 
(A) Wall and Waves (B) Hodo graph 
Figure 4=11, Modified Method of Characteristics 
'---------------~·.~-- ····-~------
M, 
l'li!W wall 
1.,...,----M! old v"a/l 
w, 
-
a = f'low ermr area ~ = WC1II erl'CJI' tll"ea 
ivl, 
(A) Modified Method (B) Original :Method 
Figure 4~12, Comparison of Characteristics Methods 
The purpose of the problem is the location of the wave pattern 
at the channel exit., ~ny intermediate problem solution not necessary 
as a step toward the solution is omittedo Hence, the solution which 
follows often bypasses regions which are unnecessary= and difficult -
to solve., 
\ 
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Frequent use is ma.de of a set of curves compiled by Dailey and 
Woodol4 On all occasions it is ascertained implicitly that the eondi-
tions of the problem correspond to those of the chart usedo Usually, no 
mention is ma.de of the equations the authors employed in the derivations 
of curve relationso. Let 
ew= wave angle, degrees; 
es= deflection angle 1 degrees; 
P = stagnation pressure, psia; 
s 
P = static pressure, psia; 
cp = expansion angle, degrees, Prandtl=Meyer relation; 
T = ambient temperature, degrees Rankine; 
T 8 = stagnation temperature.,, degrees Rankine,; 
'o = ratio of specific heat so 
Additional subscripts, usually arabic ntunerals, refer to points.,, regions9 
and interfaces between regionso 
Let the flow expand one degree from the condition at the son::i..ci line 
at the wa.11o This means that the flow is bent through one degree at the 
wa.lL The condition behind the oblique wave corresponding to this is 
assumed such that the shock wave is decreased in slepe by one degree from 
that at the wave sonic point o At the wave sonic point:, t\1 = 61.,4 de-
grees~ Chart 2-1150 At point 6~ Figure 4--131 
14 Ibide 
15 Ibid., 
G w6 = 61 .. 4 - 1 = 60o4 degrees, 
8 s6 = 16.,4 degrees, Chart 2=115; 
JIVO//e 
.Figure 4-13 
One-Degree Expansion 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
same streamline as point 5o 
is greater than at the wall., 
19 
· 16 
M6 = 10027, Chart 2-7 " 
M5 = lo08, Chart 2-1116; 
Ps6=0o934, Chart 2=316, where "l" refers 
Psl 
to the upstream free-stream conditiono 
P 6 16 t2 =1°'96~ at 'a'= lo40)) Chart l=l , 
6 
p s5=p s~ = 0,.856,jl Chart 2-316~ since point 
P sl P sl 
2, the nose stagnation point, falls on the 
p u 
~=2o08, at '"6 = lo40, Chart 1-1 ., 
P5 
p p p 1 
s6= s6 sl=Oo934 =1.,091, 
p s5 p sl p s5 0 o856 
p s5 
~ = p s6 p 5 = lo091 2o086 = lel58 0 
P5 ps5 ps6 109 
p6 
P 6 ) P 5 , or the static pressure at the wave 
Past the sonic line, the first characteristic is constructed at 5 
degrees of cp o The zone between the sonic line and the extension of the 
portion of the first characteristic originating at the wall shall be 
called region 1, as shown in Figure 4-14 o For the computation of region 
1, it is assumed that the border portion of the oblique shock wave is a 
16 Ibid,, 
JMJVe straight line from the uave sonic po.1.nt 
to the point of intersection of the e:xi-" 
tension of the wall segment of the 5= 
degree characteristic and the nose wave o 
The center of region 1 is examined ne:xt, o 
As may be seen from Figure 4=15J the 
Borders of Region l wall condition corresponds to a 21:1..,,de= 
gree e:xpansiono From a precise draw.ingD 
f'ree -sfrecYm flow 
"' 
the straight0 ~line portion of the oblique 
shock has a slopeD equal to 
of 49° 32i o The remainder or region 1 
som'c. /1nP g :) Wdl/ 
s-d~re& c/Jaracl&r1sl/c 
can be computed next o 
8 TI 
-s6 = 1L5 degrees;> Chart 2.=l 
1'·1(;' = L285 1 Chart 2r~717 l, 
Center of R~gion 1 
'---c---------·-·---.. ---~-----' 
P = P 17 
p s5 == p s2 = Oo856~ Chart 2=-3 , since point 2 falls on 
sl sl 
the same streamline as point 5 o 
p - p - p 
s6 = s6 sl = 0 0 982 -1.._ =l,,l48 
p ;: P 1 P -5 0,,856 s;:., s s 
~ 17 M5 = Ll54, at. lJ) =2e5 degrees, Chart. 2=11 
0 
' 
17 Ibido 
p -~ 
21 
p p - p-6 s6 _5_ = l.l48 2 .29 = _l_ 
P-5 P - p - 2o72 1.032 s5 s6 
Pb 
P; < P5 , or the static pressure at the wave is less 
than at the wallo 
The pressure difference a~er one degree of expansion in region 1 
necessitates the existence of a compression wave originating at the sonic 
line, and directed toward the wall. This wave is such that static pres---
sures past the matching wave, immediately past the oblique wave and at 
the wall, are equalized. It can be shown that the flows in these adja-
cent zones are very nearly parallel, and that the Mach numbers are dif= 
ferent. Therefore, there is a shear sheet bet~reen the zones, originating 
at the sonic line at the same point as the balancing compression waveo 
The direction of the static-pressure inequality for the greater part of 
region 1 is that which holds at the condition of 2o5 degrees of expansion 
from the sonic line. The mid-region condition is used to compute the 
/ree-sfream Plow 
6Cl'JIC /;oe 
C =bala/Jc/ng camJJre.5s101J 
wove ) ~ = 1ndderm1haft.. re_giotJ. 
Figure 4-16 
Actual Pat tern, Region 1 
balancing wave which matches pres-
sures for all of region 1. It is 
seen that there is a reversal of the 
static-pressure inequality between 
the one-degree condition and the 
mid-region condition, as illustrated 
in Figure 4-16. There is no necess-
ity for analyzing the indeterminate 
subregion in order to obtain a satis-
factory pattern downstream. That is, 
it is safe to assume that the flow behaves as if the compression wave 
and the shear sheet originated at the midpoint of the sonic lineo 
8--=064 
s6-5 ° 
Gwb-5 =52ol 
degrees, Chart 2-418 
18 degrees, Chart 2-1 • 
Downstream of the balancing shock, 
~ = L279, Chart 2-718 • 
Therefore, the shear velocity corresponds to 
Mr, - ~ = 6.M7_5 = L279 - 1.154 = Ool25 
shear sheet must be continuedo 
Consequently, the 
The balancing compression wave is composed of two segments~ each 
22 
properly directed with respect to the flow direction preceding it o The 
actual wave, of course, is curved, and the two-segment wave shown in 
Figure 4-17 is a substitutiono A further simplification is the substi-
&e-.:;l~m!kw 
---
- -------, 
c = /;al t»nJ//'t!SS!On WQ'v'7 
1----e. _s~ll'Enis ;-,-----l 
c =- ix'J/. Cl1mjlh:561on ;vav~ 
1--::---/-~menlj __ -,--1 
B =son,'c-//n~ m1tlptJ1nl. or 
AB- =[3c . .,,1 
Figure 4-17 
Substitute Pattern, Region 1 [__-+- --------------~ 
of he oblique waveo 
18 Ibido 
tution of a single straight wave 
for the two-segment wave o The 
direction of the flow preceding 
this wave is such that 
the same as beforeo 
8 7 - is 
'Wt)-5 
There is a difference of con-
ditions between subregions 7 and 8 . 
M8 = ~ = L285, since the flow is 
assumed to cross the chord segment 
. P - 19 p s7 - P s6 ___ , since ~ = 1 .. oo, Chart 2-3 • 
psl psl p s7 
P 19 s7 = 2069., at rx = lo40, Chart 1=1 , 
p 7 
p p -
s8 = s6 = 2072, since Mg= Mi; 
Pg p6 
= 506 degrees,\) and 
0 
=5o75 degrees, Chart 2-1119 ; 
=¢ 8 - cp7 = 5.75 - 5 .. 6 = Oal5 deg;rees.\l 
p 
J.'J.. 
p 
8 
= 1 oOO 1 since there is no shock wave., 
p s8 
p y;;-
=.Jtl ~ =1~00 2,,72 =L,012 
P 88 :.iZ . 2.,69 0 
P7 
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The expansion wave required to match static pressures of adjacent sub-
regions 7 and 8 originates at the intersection of the interior comprea= 
. . 
sion wave and the nose wave, and slopes downstream,\) toward the wall .. 
This expansion wave is very wea.kll has negligible turning power» and does 
not change the Mach number sufficiently to warrant consideration. There= 
fore, it may be neglected in the first regione 
The first five-degree expansion characteristicll called. characte:r,,.. 
istic 1, is located, next .. Characteristic 1 is composed of three seg-
19 Ibid., 
~·-----------·-···--··--···--------·--------
me11ts 3 as show:n in Figure 4=18c 
Segment~ of characteristic 1 
begins at the wall at a point the 
Pree-s!ream flow 
Figure 4=18 
Characteristic 1 
tangent to which makes an angle of 
5 degrees with the wall sonic point 
tangento It extends to the median 
shear sheet$ which originates at the 
midpoint of the sonic line Q 
ew(D =52 .. 7 degrees, at cp = 5 de-
greesj Chart 2=1120 o The condition 
at segment ® corresponds to a"2-.,5-degree expansion from eondition, 7 o 
cp@ = cp7+2o5 = 5.,6 + 2,.5 = 9ol degreesp 
20 M® = lo37, Chart 2-11 , 
8~ = 46o9 degrees, Chart 2-1120 o 
Segment® extends from the median shear sheet to the streamline through 
the nose wave terminus of the interior compression wave., This stream.1.ine 
is also the locus of an extremely weak shear sheet which is neglectedJ) 
and the direction of which corresponds to the flow do1mst,ream of the 
chord substitute for the curved oblique-=wave segment bordering reg.ion 1., 
@ 8 w of the wave portion preceding segment 
0 of characteristic l is sucih that 42:0 
I 
·e, (';\ .,\1 It is assumed that \.':_) 6ef\ 
~ la-l 
h!o110Jg a?1J>ress101J MtJ/lt' 
Figure 4=19 
e w y average = 40°' at the wave 0 The 
pattern under examination appears i.:n 
Seg '! (2). of Characteristic 1 Figure 4.-19 ~ · Across the portion of the 
20 Ibid., 
25 
nose wave 3 
Gs = 4ol degrees, Chart 2=121 
_ 21 M~ - lo55, Chart 2~7 • 
At ~ , cp 2 = 1.3.,.3 degrees, Chart 2=1121 
Since the balancing compression wave strikes downstream of the center of 
the oblique-wave chord, an additional e:xpansion equivalent to a change 
in~ of 2 degrees is assumed to be required to reach the condition 
immediately ahead of segment~ of characteristic 11 instead of one 
equivalent to a change in cp of 2.,5 degrees., Let 
L\ cp 2-=J~ = required change in cp e 
¢0 = ¢2 + 6(p2-Q) = 13 • .3 + 2 = 15.3 degrees,, 
= 1.,616, Chart 2-1121 
=38.2 degrees, Chart 2-1121 o 
Immediately preceding the wavell the static pressures are such that 
P (I) ) P ® ) P Q) , as is demonstrated below. 
and@. 
21 Ibid. 
P_m 
~= 2.,61,j) 
PQ_) 
:.EL@= .3.,05l) and 
p® 
P 21 ~ = 4o.35 at 05 = 1.,40, Chart 1=1 :, 
p (]) . 
p s(l) ;:= 0.,856, Chart 2~321 
p 
sl 
:e_frl\ p- -
~= s6 = 0.9821 since no shock wave exists between 6 
P sl P sl 
' 
or p ®·) p ® ·o 
~s Q) =l.,OO, at E)s = 4.1 degrees, Chart 2~322 
sl 
Ps@ 
Psl 
PsG) 
P sl 
= 0.982 = o 982 
1 .. 00 ° ' 
p 
P(2) = Ps(2) = ~ =0 .. 982 L.12, =L400 
PG) PsQ) J.,05 
p@ 
or P ® ) P Q) ., Hence, P G) ) P @ ) P Q) 
' 
" 
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The second region lies between the 5-degree and IO-degree character-
istics. A balancing pattern is required, similar to that of region 1. 
This pattern is assumed to be the result of 7.,5-degree conditions, or 
mid-region conditions in region 2. The method used in the analysis of 
region 2 is a continuation of that of region 1., Figure 4-20 shows the 
beginning of the pattern. The shear velocit.ies at the junctures of the 
segments 0 of the characteristics are decreased by the static-pressure 
22 Ibid., 
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matching processo The effect of the 
---~=--Gs 
;,;:., ~- balancing compression waves is to 
~ <S'~<:;:>" 
A'Ef/O;V;: bend the shear sheets away from the 
wallo Due to the e:xpansion process 
along the wall, the 10-degree charac= 
teristic is bent back more than the 
c; J c.e > c3 = 6:J/ano~ c,,m_pression wo11e5, 5-degree characteristic, but its 
Figure 4-20 curvature is less than that of the 
Partial Pattern, Region 2 5-degree characteristic because of 
the decrease in shear velocitieso The nature of the matching patterns 
of suoc.essive regions is such that each characteristic is bent backs or 
downstream, further than its predecessor because of the e:xpansion process 
along the wall, but the curvature of each successive characteristic be-
comes less and less until the characteristics become and remain straighto 
There exists a characteristic, the outer segment of which is parallel to 
the straight portion of the nose wave& Since this outer segment ceases 
to touch the wave, its influence on successive outer segments of character-
istics remains uniformo The pressure-matching patterns existing betl.JE!en 
the interior segments decrease shear velocities and force the streamlines 
away from convergence. A precise drawing of this part of the solution 
appears in the appendixo The sonic lines on both sides of the nose are 
shown, but the calculated pattern is drawn for the concave=wall side of' 
the nose onlyo The pattern of the other side is quite similar, since 
the nose region is approximately symmetrical about the continuation of 
the inlet stagnation s~reamlineo No numerical solution of this other 
side is given, since the downstream pattern may be located without 
doing so by taking advantage of the near-symmetryo 
A stable configuration is reached at and past the first straight 
characteristic, at which the shear sheets must ceaseo Supersonic flow 
tends toward stabilizationo Once stabilized, it tends to remain stableo 
It is safe to assume that all balancing compression waYes are weak oblique 
shocks, none .of which changes the stagnation conditions of its particular 
subregion., 
The remainder of the channel remains to be analyzedo The pattern is 
constructed in the neighborhood of each wall, after which intersections 
between members of opposite wave families may be examinedo 
v,o;;er J1t?Se 
The pattern along the conc~ve wall is 
examined next., A Fra.ndtl-Meyer e:xpansion 
takes place close to the wall, beginning at 
the sonic point$ and continuing along the 
convex portion of the nose zone., The wall 
curvature then changes to concave!) but tb.e 
Figure 4-21 Prandtl-Meyer relations still apply to the 
e20 of Concave Wall slow compression along this portion of the 
wall,, E:xpansion characteristics corresponding to a given value of cp are 
labeled et and Ccj> respectively., The previous analysis permits the as-
sumption that e20 is bento In addition, it is assumed that e20 is con-
structed in two segments, such that the outer segment meets t~e two oblique 
waves at their point of intersection., 
The tangent line at the wall sonic point corresponds to the¢= 0 
reference directiono Wall origin points of characteristics have tangents 
ma.king the angle of the local value of cp with the reference direction,, 
All characteristics past e20 are ccj:, , with the exception of portions 
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past "intersections" with other waves. The wave e20 is constructed in 
accordance with Figures 4-21 and 4-22 1 and the c~ with the use of 
Table 4-3~ The resulting pattern is 9ho'W!l in Figure 4-230 Waves origi-
Figure 4-22 Figure 4-23 
Reference Direction$ Concave Wall Concave-Wall Pattern 
Table 4-3 
Characteristics Along Concave Wall, Chart 2-1123 
--
¢ Bw M tan ¢ tan 8 w 
degrees degrees 
20 34o3 1.775 00364 00682 eel> 
25 30.7 10950 0 .. 466 00594 t 20 34,.3 1.. 775 O.,J64 0.682 
15 38 .. 6 1.605 0.,268 o.798 e~ 
10 44 .. 2 1.,435 0.,176 0()972 
t 5 52 .. 7 1.255 0.088 loJl.3 
nating from a single wall e.re said to belong to the same family" The 
meeting of such waves wit.h each other is not a proper intersection,!) and 
it become~, :necessary to analyze all possible types of meeting patterns& 
.30 
e25 and e20 are of the same familyo If Gs,l-2 and 86 , 2_3 are 
sufficiently small, a single wave e may be assumed to result past the 
point of intersection.,, This compression characteristic is such that 
6s,l-.3 
6w,o 
= e . + e 
s,1-2 s,2-.3 
= t< e .. + e ) 
w,e25 w,020 
, and 
e 
The behavior of e is not in full agreement with the method of character-a, 
isties; that is, cp preceding o does not correspond to ew of' C-o How-
ever, the flow is fixed completely by the equations giveno For the sake 
l'low dired1'cJn 
---._ 
.: Ci.o 
Figure 4-24 
Intersection of c25 and c 20 
/low· dlred1011 
4 
Figure 4-25 
Intersection of c and e15 
of agreement, it is assumed that 
cpo = 22 0 5°' and that the flow in a 
small region immediately preceding 
0 corresponds to cp; 0 e is assign-
ed 8 - = 7 .,,50 under this assump-s, e 
· tion o The pattern appears in Figure 
4-24.,, An analogous pattern is form=· 
ed by o and e15 , resulting inc, 
a.sis shown in Figure 4"".'25o The con-
I 
--- di tions on o are z 
e =e +> e 1- e 
s,1-4 s,1-2 s,2-3 s,.,...4 
and e N =t( e w C + e . ) w,e , w,c15 
Again, the behavior of c is not in 
full agreement with the modified 
method of characteristics; that is$ 
cp preceding c does not correspond 
to e of' Go As before$ however, the 
w 
flow is fixed completely by the con-
ditions giveno For the sake of 
agreement, it is assumed that cp0 = 18° 45v., 
·= 8° 45' o 
e is assigned 
The expansion characteristic cannot be crossed by a compression 
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eµaracteristie of the same family, since the disturbance cannot communi-
cate itself upstream.. Renee, the pattern of Figure 4-26 is formed., The 
portion of e ben~ away from e20 is assumed to have the same turning power 
as the other section of the compression wave, but the angular relation 
of flow direction to wave position is not preserved1 unless for purposes 
of visualization, a 11 step-waven is assumed., The n steps" a.re parallel to 
/ltJw tliredhn 
~ 
Figure 4":""26 Figure 4=27 
Meeting of c and e20 Compression n Step-Wave" 
the initial section of the eh~racteristic? as shown in Figure 4-27., The 
n step-wave" segment of c is intersected by e10 $ forming L,c $ a rein-
forced continuation of the ustep-wave.,!f A straight line is substituted 
for both segments of the »step-wave," as show.n in Figure 4-28 (B)" The 
layout drawing, given in the appendix, shows pattern (C) 5' but for pu:ri-
poses of later analysis, (B) is used. [,c is such that the flow behind 
it corresponds to that behind e10 , which corresponds to the flow pre-
c~ding c5 (not ~hown) .. o5 is o.f indeterminate length$ since it is not 
yet known where it is intersected by a member of the opposite family of 
characteristics. 
Physical Equivalent 
(A) 
Figure 4-28 
C.,o 
"' C
Center Pattern 
Substitute 
(B) 
Formation of 
.32 
Layout P atter.n 
(C) 
L.C 
The other influence on the center pattern is due to the flow a.long 
the convex wall, which is examined next o Since th.e curvature is 8tlways 
convex, a Prandtl-Meyer expansion takes place in the neighborhood of the 
wall, beginning at the wall sonic pointo All characteristics are expan-
sions waves, and are labeled e cp , where the subscript is the value of cp 
in the subregion preceding each wlilve.. It is assumed that both e20 and 
e25 are bento Each is constructed of two segments9 such that the outer 
-
segment of each meets the oblique 
waves at their point of intersectionc 
The tangent line at the wall 
sonic point corresponds to the cp 
= O reference direction., As with 
.;1;."e, ;Vole-: DmelJ..511:Jf'J.5 the other wall, wall origin points 
,Jiq"'e, 1hd/cqlec/ c,re /'or 
.µel O Jcyoul draw~ of characteristics have tangents 
/~ (.O,P)X'l?dix), 
Fig'l;II'e 4-l9 making the angle of the local value 
e20 and e2 , Convex Wall of cp with the reference directiono 
,__.......,~.7,~~-"'=-~~----i:'~~~~~~~ 
! 
: 
I 
I 
: 
I 
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e20 and e25 are constructed in accordance with Figure 4-291 and the 
d' /int 
JAP, ,.a~ 
, ~e&::,---
;ee,dt 11!}, • 
remaining e <p with the use of Table 
4-4,, Table 4-4 is constructed with 
values obtained from Chart 2-1124 for 
{ 70°, and with values ob-
F • 4 ~--~;;@-. 11-~-~-, · . 1ertd!J§-~e- ;;,ii..s 11ne 
1 igure -30 . 9"ld_ <SOn/e; - ,Po1i,f m1?51ent 
= 80° - SS0 53' = .:3+•07 • 
Reference Direction, Co~vex Wall 
ta.ined by the modified method of characteristics for ¢ = 75° and 80° o 
Table 4-4 
Characteristics Along Convex ~all 
cp e tan¢ tan 8 w w 
degrees degrees 
20 34o3 0 .. 364 0 .. 682 
25 30 .. 7 0 .. 466 0,,594 
30 27 .. 8 0,,577 0,,527 
35 25 .. 3 0,,700 0.,473 
40 23 .. 2 Oo839 0 .. 429 
45 21 .. 2 1 .. 000 0 .. .388 
50 19 .. 4 lol92 00352 
55 17,,7 10428 0 .. 319 
60 V 16o2 1 .. 732 00291 
65 ]4.75 2 .. 145 0 .. 263 
70 13 .. 3 20748 0 .. 236 
75 11 .. 86 30732 0,,210 
80 10 .. 65 50671 0.,188 
The flow configuration in the small neighborhood of the interseetion 
of the two oblique nose waves is called the center pattern, and is to be 
analyzed next. e30 , originating at the convex wall and e25 , originat-
ing at the concave wall are straight waves o The outer portion of e25 is 
.34 
rt1di1.1S l1he 
~W(J/1~ 
~ a,nv~x wall 
--------.............. - ~' 
"'-,,..~~ c/;red1on 
&»Y>e.sf'Mdtf'!9 lo ¢ =0. 
~ -~ fine 
-~e 
~17ctl//e. WCI j/ 
so1v'c poinf J· = 40•t5' ;.u.. ) 
'K. = 2>4"07' 
_'\lt • Figure 4-31 "17'J",.,.... Figure 4= .32 
, '
1 1 77:lnc.c,ve wall 
Reference Directions Flow Directions Past Last Bent eq, 
composed of segments reinforced by successive c cj) , and of the special 
segment Le .. - Ifowever, the flow preceding this outer portion has the 
same q) as the flow preceding the straight portion of e25 .. e25 , ori-' 
ginating at th.e convex wall and e20 1 originating at the concave wall 
are bent in two segments... e25 precedes e30 , and e20 preeedes e25 " 
Hence, all conditions past e25 must be the same as those preceding e30 ., 
Similarly, all conditions past e20 must be the same as those preceding 
e25 ., Therefore, past e25 (convex) the flow direction is 30° from J-.u. ; 
past e20 (concave) the flow direction is 250 from ;&t ., b A. and b F are 
the flow directions with respect to the free-stream flow directionp past 
e25 and e20 , respectively., From Figures 4-.31 and 4-.32, 
.30° = 40° 28' 
25° - 34° 07' 
30° = 10° 28'1 $ 
25° = 9° 07° 0 
The pattern of Figure 4-33 is assumed in the center region., Let 
~ = subregion, as l~beled, A, B, ., ,, o , 
owe~ = continuation of upper oblique wave, 
owci = continuation of lower oblique wave, 
Ee = continuation of Le, 
0 
e25c = continuation of e25 , 
e200 = continuation of. e20 , 
a = flow deflection through wave' degrees' 
S =local flow direction with respect to free-stream 
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direction, degreeso 
The symbols t and f folloiving S and S specify direction tendencieso 
Five identities must hold in the ~ vs: 
1) Sc bD 
' 
2) IE IM 
' ez.s owct 
3) bG JH 
.Se 
' 
_., 
...... 
II IJ 4) 
' 
5) SL - ON 
The turning powers of the waves 
are: 
s 
-
10 t OWC;.., 
' 
8owc 
-
10 t 
' aNC= 
t 
s - 6 - 9° 2sn ! 
' e 69 25c 
Figure 4-33 6 25 8° 07 1 i $ 
e20 6 20c 
Center Pat tern 6 f'.c g Le = 200 t 0 
C 
Table 4-5 shows the result of applying these relations to the pattern of 
Figure 4-33, with the exception of be = De and be = 69 o 
25 25c _ 20 20c 
These quantities are found by locating all possible 8 us 11.dth the aid of 
the know.n 8 ts, from which the unknown 8 1 s may be derivedo When these 
are known, the remaining unknown S 1 s may be computed., It is seen that 
f L = 8N = 18° 391 t is the flow direction innnediately downstream of 
the center pattern6 Neither ·the et , nor the c~ , nor their combina-
tions make the proper e ¥ s 'With their respective flow directions for 
w 
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Table 4-5 
Center Pattern Flow Directions 
- ~ ,ai s ~ 
A 10° 281 ~ H 8° 07' f 
B oo - I 28° 07 9 t 
C 9° 28' ~ J 28° 07i ~ 
D 9° 28 1 } K 29° 07 1 
• E 1° 211 t L 18° 39i ~ 
F 9° 071 f M 1° 21 9 ~ 
G 8° 07 1 + N 18° .39 1 f 
reasons given previously. The analysis is made on the assumption of 
correct flow deflections and other flow conditions. 
A simplification is introduced to reduce the work required to ana-
lyze the interference pattern of the waves issuing from the center region 
with the downstream members of both families of ch~a.cteristics. The 
single wave A- is substituted for the three waves owct, e200 and6 c0 • 
Similarly, iJ is the substitution wave for the two waves owe,... and e25 . ., 
C 
The modified center pattern appears in Figure 4-.34., Since A is a single 
Figure 4-34 
Modified Center Pattern Corrected Modified Center Pattern 
wave, a contradiction is reached because e < 8 , which means 
w 'A, i\. 
that the flow does not cross the wave. i\. must be modified to satisfy 
the necessary condition that e > 6 
w 
o Therefore, it is assumed that 
3'7 
in a small region immediately preceding 7\.. , 
where 6.¢ 71,-c:pA - ¢. .. 0' corresponding to this assumption satis-L ~~ . -
fies the necessary condition that ff > S.,. .. 6 ,1 of the lower sub-w,ll ,.._ 'V 
stitute wave v is not excessively large, and the necessary condition~ 
6 w,~ ) b ,o , is not violated.. Figure 4-35 shows the corrected pattern. 
The waves 7\.. and ;J are not fully established, since it is necessary 
to check that rh - ~ 2. 0 • 
'+'L - I..J.) N S = 0 = 29° 07 n t A A-L ' 
rh - .-1-., s - 30° - 29° 07' = 0° 53° If' L - \fl A - A-L - " 
Hence, the wave A is established, provided that c:p1 = ~ N • The value 
of q) past the wave ,i) is checked next. 
b,v 
CDN 
= D =10° 28 1 t 
K-N 
= cp - 8 = 50 -K K-N 
' 
Hence, the wave~ cannot be established, since cp cannot be less than 
zero for a Prandtl-Meyer compression. The flow in subregion N is sub-
sonic.. Let :J by substituted for i) , with S 11 , just sufficient to pro-
duce M =l past the wave. The lower pattern still contains sufficient 
energy to compress the flow by an a.mount equal to the subsonic equivalent 
of a decrease in q) of 4° 321 , if such an equivalent exists. No such 
equivalent is known to exist, and the condition of flow in subregion N 
remains indeterminateo In subregion 11 the flow is supersonic, but in N 
the flow is subsonic. If the pressures in Land N are matched, a shear 
sheet forms their common interfaceo No information is available on what 
occurs at a shear sheet which has a subsonic zone on one side, and e~ 
pansion characteristics "crossing'' into it from the supersonic zone on 
the other side O Therefore, no solution of the mixed-flow region can be 
found'"' 
The previous portion of this analysis is based on the assumption 
that the change in c\) across each substitute wave is a function of J 
across each substitute waveo Another assumption is possibleo It is 
only stated here, and requires further investigation& Let 4 cp equal 
the change in q) across the wave denoted by the subscript attached., Let 
A~ =fl¢ . + Llq) + b.q:>L 
. A owe t e 20c cc 
and ti.G).v =b. cp owe + L\q) e 
~ 25e· 
Then it can be shown that 
and 
C = m/tll?Cl'!J @l!JjJl'l!:SS!on Wtff/te / 
e = }q/d17C1l!f ~,PJM!til? 11<!//e 
Figure 4-36 
• 
eto, 
' 
0 
Figure 4-37 
Alternate Matching Pattern Changed Behavior of Wave 
It is possible to match static pressures past subregions L and N, such 
that in a subsequent pair of subregions L' and N', q)L, = cbN, ., This 
pattern is show in Figure 4-360· These conditions are suff'icient to 
establish both i\. and v , but they change the character of ,V to that 
of an expansion wave with the extraordinary ,property that SN is directed 
in a manner opposite to that associated with ordinary expansion waveso 
This behavior is shown i:n Figure 4,,-370 No proper explanation can be 
39 
found, and, as stated above, further investigation is necessary .. Hence,, 
the first set of assumptions, is used.. This conclusion demonstrates that 
the second assmnption is also of no help toward a solution. 
It is desirable to avoid mixed flow in the ehatmel$ since this type 
! 
of flow cannot be solved by any known or attempted meanso The only 
alternative which will produce a rest1lt is an alteration of the profiles 
such that no mixed flow occurs for both the blunt-nosed and the sharp-
nosed cascade channels. 
B Cascade of Second Modification of Blunt-Nosed Profiles 
1 Prof'ile and Channel Layout 
40 
In the alteration of the blunt-nosed profile, as much of the old 
construction as is possible should be retainedo In accordance with 
Chapter III, a sharp-nosed profile is associated with the blunt-nosed 
oneo Both must be considered simultaneously, since their shape limits 
must be established such that all mixed flows in their respective 
channels are eliminated. 
To establish the required limits, the construction of the sharp-
nosed profile channel wall which replaces the concave wall of the orig-
inal channel is considered first• A straight wall is selecteds since 
concave curvature causes excessive conq:iression, which is to be avoided~ 
If the semi-wedge angle associated with this wall is chosen too large, 
the reflection of th~ attached oblique shock from the opposite channel 
wall will cause the flow to be subsonic. Hence, it is desirable to 
select a small semi-wedge angle to insure supersonic flow in the sharp-
nosed profile channel. 
Consider next the wall of the blunt-nosed profile channel replacing 
the original concave wall. Compression at the original wall begins past 
the inflection point on the wallo If all conq:iression is avoided$ the re-
flection of the straight continuation of the detached nose wave will not 
be strong enough to cause compression to subsonic flow either at the con-
vex wall· ot, a.t the lower. wall, if the direction of the reflection is such 
that it strikes the lower wall .. 
These limits determine the new lower walls for both required chan-
nels. Since both walls must be nearly the same, let the lower wall of 
the sharp-nosed profile channel be a semi-wedge, with the associated 
angle b = 9° 07', which eorresponds to the slope angle of the original 
lower wall at the point of inflection.. The lower wall of the new blunt-
nosed profile channel consists of half of the nose region of the origin-
al profile superimposed on the lower vall of the sharp-nosed profile 
channel, with a fillet drawn from the point of inflection to the semi.-
wedge wall. Figure 4-.38 shows the configuration of both new lower walls o 
.bhnl-nosecl _.Ptt:JfJ'/e . 1 
..slwy;-msecl 17d,le 
----
--~----
Figure 4-38 
New Lower Walls of Sharp-Nosed and Blunt-Nosed Profile Channels 
The upper wall of the new blunt-nosed profile channel now can be 
established completely., Figure 4-39 illustrates how this is accomplishedo 
Figure 4-39 
Upper Wall of New Blunt-Nosed Profile; Channel 
AB is a straight line from A, drawn tangent te the original profile at 
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2 Nose Region 
The nose region, including the subsonic zone behind the nose wave~ 
the sonic line, and the detached shock wave, is preserved in the altera-
tion of the channel., 
3 Supersonic Downstream Region 
The nose portion of the new profile coincides with that of the orig-
inal one to the point corresponding to qi = 25° a.long the lower channel 
wall, and up to the point corresponding to q) = 51° L,..6v along the upper 
channel wall. The flow along the lower wall is identical to the origin-
al flow from the sonic line to the subregion immediately past e20 • 
Along the upper wall, the . flow remains unaltered from the sonic line to 
and including the subregion immediately past e45 .~ 
The patterns in the neighborhood of each wall are constructed next~ 
after which the intersectio11s of members of opposite wave fa:m:Hies m.:9.Y 
be examined .. 
The remainder of the pattern along the lower wall is examined next, 
with the use of the modified n1ethod of characteristics and the termino-
logy of the first channel analysis., e25 is the last bent e4i ., Its con-
/lree-dr&m /lbw 
~ 
lower C?bllcjlle e30 is the last e (f) o The next two 
waves a.re c <p ., and are the last 
Nole: Dmens1on in- waves along the lower wall., Through 
c/;'cctlecl ls /or lc!!;!cllf 
dmw1h_9 (0;0p1id4). each of these., cy5 and c30 ;, ·the flow 
is deflected through 5 degrees., sc> 
that the flow past c30 corresponds to 
Construction of e2 , Lower Wall (p = 25° o c35 and c30 are of the 
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same fa.milyo If 88 , 1.,..2 and 8s, 2_3 are sufficiently small, a single 
wave o may be assumed to result past the point of intersection. e is 
such that 
e 
s,1-.3 
and e v 
w,o 
e + e 
s,1-2 s,2-3 ' 
e 
w,c30 
The pattern appears in Figure 4-41. The behavior of c is not in agree-
Figure 4-41 
Remainde:r; of Pattern, Lower Wall 
ment with the modified method of 
characteristics; that is, cp pre-
ceding e does not correspond to 
6 of o. However, the flow is 
w 
fixed completely by the equations 
L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--1 
given., For the sake of agree-
ment, it is assumed that cp ~ 
= .30°, and that the flow in a 
small region immediately pre-
ceding c corresponds to cp ~ 
6 0 = 5° under this assumption. e'='O and ~ are of indeterminate length., s, . ~ 
Next to be examined is the remainder of the pattern along the upper 
wall.. e 50 is the la.st upper-wall characteristic., Instead of the sta.nd.l. 
/Yow 
Figure 4-42 
e 50 , Upper Wall 
ard turning of 5 degrees through each 
. Of the e , c) = 1 O 46 V ;i since 
'P s,e50 
cp = 51° 46 1 past. e50 ., This config-
urati(?n is shoW'.l:1 in Figure 4-420 
The new eenter pattern may bee~ 
a.mined now. The method and terminology 
are nearly identical to those used 
for the analysis of the first channel. The pattern of Figure 4-43 is 
A 0 
C 
H 
Center· Pattern 
owe..,,, 
assumed in the center region., Three 
identities must hold in the 1Z,t sz 
e LC 
1) IC= 1 ID 
E r G ~ bH 2) 
' 
.3) DE= bI 
The turning powers of the waves a.re: 
s 
ei:.SUc. owe ..... 
s OWC.1, 
De be = ~ 281 i 
l' 25U l' 25Uc 
0 C) = 3° 07' t 
6251 e25Le 
Table 4-6 shows the results of applying these relations to the pattern of 
Figure 4-43, with the exception of 6 . = b · and 8 . = E 
e25U e25Uq - · 6 251 e25Le 
These quantities are found by locating all possible 6 1 s with the aid of 
Table 4-6 
Center Pattern Flow Directions 
,£ r ~ r 
A 10° 28' 
' 
F 40 07' t 
B oo - G 3° 07 1 
' C 9° 281 t H 3° 07 1 +
D 9° 28' t I 60 21v 
' E 6° 211 + 
the know 8 vs, from which the unknow 6 1 s may be derivedo When these 
are know, the remaining unknow 6 ·• s may be computedo Immediately down-
' 
stream of the center pattern, the flow direction is equal to b E = 8 I 
= 6° 211 f & For reasons given previously, neither thee~ 9 nor thee~ P 
nor their combinations make the proper e ts with their respective flow 
1J 
direotionso All other flow quantities are assumed correctlyo 
1/5 
To reduce the work required to analyze the interference pattern of 
the 1,raves issuing from the center region wi·th the downstream members of 
both families of characteristics, a simplification is introducedo The 
single, wave < is substituted for the two waves owct and e251 " 
-. C 
Similar-
ly, ~ is the substitution wave for the two waves owe ...... and e25uc & The 
ezsu 
E 
Figm.~e 4-44 
Modified Center Pattern 
modified center pattern appears in 
Figure 4-41,c A necessary condition 
for establishing the two substi"t;ute 
waves is that f) > b .. Both ~ 
w 
and ~ fulfill this req1xi.rement" 
Then, the sufficient condition for 
the establishment of the waves is 
that cpE ) 0, BJ'ld cpI ~ 0" This con-
dition must be checked for each wave .. 
Hence, the wave ~ is established. 
cpI = c:pF - 6~. = J0° - 10° zgv = 19° .32v 
Hence, the wave~ is established. 
The flow past the center region must be such that the flow directions 
and static pressures are matched.. ~et 
L\q)E-I = ¢E - ¢r = 25° 53' - 19° 32v = 6° 2P 
The erlstence of a pair of waves,~ and~~ is assrunedJ) as shown in Figure 
4-45,, Each is assigned a turning power equal to t 6 (pE-I , that. is,, 
b v = J0 10051 t , 
0 
b ~ = 3° 10.,5 1 t ., 
b~ and b~ do not change value., Then, 
Figure 4-45 
.Corrected Modified Center 
· Pattern 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--' 
46 
cP-E 
4\i = .30° - .3° 10.,5v ... 4° 07' 
cpE , 220 42.,5v -
I 
cp I '= cp F + ~ ~ ... \ 
cj) I = 30° + 3° 10 0 5 t . - 10° 28 0 5 V ' 
(p- = 22° 42.5v I 0 
Since cpE -_ cp I ' static pressures 
past the · center pattern a.re matched, 
as required. The new 8 1 s are fou.'rld 
with the use of the computed values of 8 , and are given in Table 4-7. 
Table 4-7 
Genter Pattern Flow Directions 
(Presso.res matched) 
~ r 
! 10° 28' · t 
A 7° 17 .5 1 t 
E 4° 07' 4 
E 7° 17 .,5r ~ 
! 3o 10.5• ' I .3° 10.,5' t 
shown in Figure 4-46. The flow 
directions of Table 4-7 remain 
u.'rlchanged., For the purpose of 
For further simplification, a wave'{, 
is substituted for the two waves ~ and 
~ .,. The final center pattern is 
Figure 
Final Center Pattern 
visua.li~ation, subregion A becomes infinitesimally small. 
The intersection pattern of the e cp originating from the upper wall 
and, the wave z is located next. For each of these e ~ , 8 = f', from 
which the flow directions are obtained, as shown in Figure 4-47. Let 
ew, ( ) be the angle between the wave segment indicated by the second 
subscript and the free-stream flow direction,, Values of 8 W;i ( ) are 
obtained by adding or subtracting the value of 6 preceding each waiTe 
Figure 4-47 
Intersections of Upper-Wall e~ 
the Wave ?c 
segment, as necessaryo The results appee.r in Table 4-S,, 
Table 4-8 
Values o.f e 
w. ( ) for Wave Segments of Figure !.::=47 
47 
Wave Segment cp e 
w, ( ) 8 e ( w, ) tan GW;, ( 
Chart 2-1125 
A.B 30° 27° 11-8 1 10° 2sv t 17° 2ou OoJ12 
BC 35° 250 18' 50 28 1 I 19° 50 1 0,,361 
CD 400 23° 12 1 oo 28 1 t 22° 441 0,,419 
DE le5° 21° 12 1 4,0 32 1 f 25° 44 1 00482 
t 30° 27° 43v 40 07 1 ~ 23° 41' 0.439 33° 10,,5' 26° 181 70 10,,5v t 19° oo.,5v 0.3le4 
BB 22° 4205 1 32° 20 1 30 10o5't 35° 3005 1 Oo71Li-
cc 27° 42 .. 51 29° 15 1 1° 49.,5 1 t 27° 25.,5 1 00519 
DD 32° 42,,5t 26° 30 1 6° 49,,5q 19° 4005 1 Oo.358 
) 
A similar analysis is made for the pattern of F'igure 4=48" The re-
sults appear in Table 4-9. It is necessary to check for agreement be-
tween t,he local values of S and cp ,, e30 cannot cross ( , since the 
48 
nose wave of the upper wall is a component of ~ l) and the disturbance 
of e30 cannot comrmmica.te itself upstream across the nose wa.Ye o The pro-
11•41,.5' t 
4'07' t 
B'07' t . 
Figure 4-48 
Lower Portion of Downstream Wave Pattern 
Table 4-9 
Values of 8 ) for Wave Segments of Figure 4=48 
w,, ( 
1-w-· a-. 'V1_e_S_e_g_"m_en_t_·. ~-cp---'C...,:-..!...e_v_J ,,-(-)---,-L-. . i . tt)) ( ) tan 
Chart 2-1~ 
RJ 
JM 
TJi 
KK 
RT 
TU 
UV 
vw 
J1C 
KL 
IP 
PQ 
UL 
LN 
VP 
PO 
35° 
25° 
,380 10.5' 
28° 10.5' 
.3.3° 10.5' 
27° 42.5t 
.32° 42.5t 
.37o 42o5' 
J80 1005 1 
J20 42o5f 
.37° 42.,5v 
42° 42.,5 1 
.32° 4205 1 
22° 4205 1 
.37° 42.,5t 
27° 42.,5 1 
25° 181 
.30° 42' 
24° 
28° 4sv 
26° 18' 
29° 15v 
26° 301 
24° 12' 
24° 
26° .30 1 
24° 12 1 
220 101 
26° 30 1 
.32° 20'1 
24° 121 
29° 15 1 
o0 5.3v t 
9° 071 + 
2° 17 .,5, t 
120 17 o5i f 
7o 17 .. 5' t 
1° 49o5f t 
6° 1~9,,5 1 t 
11° 4905 1 f 
2° 1705 1 f 
JO 10 05 1 t 
1° 49.,5 1 t 
6° 49.,5 1 t 
.30 10 .,5v f 
6° 49.,5 1 t 
1° 49.,5, t 
11° 49.,5 1 t 
26° 11'1 
21° 35'1 
21° 4205 1 
16° JOo.5 1 
33° .35.,5v 
.31° 0405 1 
33° 19.,5' 
36° OL5 1 
26° 17 .,5v 
23° 1905 1 
2h0 01,,5 1 
280 59 .. 51 
29° 40.,5u 
25° 3005 1 
22° 22.,5' 
17° 25.,5i 
00492 
0,,396 
00398 
0.,296 
00664. 
0 .. 603 
Oo658 
0.,727 
O ¢49.l., 
0.,4.31 
0"488 
0.,554 
0,.570 
0,,477 
00412 
Oo.314 
·'------_ ___L. ____ .L__ __ __,__ ___ ···-~------'-------' 
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cess of checking the matching of the S 'sis identical to that using the 
8 identities in the analyses of the center patternso For the dU!llIJTy pat-
tern of Figure 4-49, the following 
relations must hold& 
1) s1., ~ 
~AYI, ; 
2) cp L = cp ltll; !) where 
¢1. = cp,D ± Do(. 
' 
and ¢,m, = era + $~ ' 
where the sign is + ·when the wave 
Figure 4-49 is an e cp , and - when the wave is a 
Typical Subregion of Figure 4-48 c ~ o It is not necessary to re-
'--~~~~~~-'-~~~~~~~~-' 
produce t~e substitution-computations for the subregions which are in 
agreement with these relations. 
The three subregions downstream of the segment of ~ beginning at s, 
however, do not at first satisfy the relations.. 8 = 10° 2sv f holds for 
the segment AS of ~ ~ The continuation of ~ past S is assigned the _ 
turning 8 = 5° 28 1 t .. The slopes of the segments ST, TKll and KK of the 
continuation are unchanged, since they are fixed by their ref!Pective up-
-stream flowso The continuation 3I'KK is a. substitute wave for two waves; 
~ and an e:xpansion wave originating at S which has the effect of making 
b~ > b Sl'KK = 5° 28' ~. The assumption of the substitute wave produces 
the desired holding of the relations for the three subregions downstream 
of the segment of ~ beginning at s. In the computation of the qu.anti-
ties of Table 4-91 the matching of I I s and cp • s in each subregion was 
-assumedo The assumption of the substitute wave STICK serves as a physical 
e:xplanation ·which justifies the first assumption for the three subregion.a 
examined last. Hence, all waves necessary for the computation of the 
50 
flow at channel exit are located. 
4 Channel-Exit Region 
The exit pattern appears in Figure 4-50. The dashed line represents 
. the exit control surface, which passes through the trailing · edges of the 
'profiles. The upstream control surface is parallel to the exit surface.? 
and is drawn between stagnation stream-
I I 10 
eso ~~ 
,-
1 3 
~~ 
rx.;/ ! 6 
C\o ~ B 
e~ ! 4 
~" ~ !~: 
Figure 4-50 
Channel-Exit Pattern 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, __ 
' 
lines (which coincide with respective 
leading-edge radius lines) an arbitrari-
ly small distance ahead of the detached 
shock. The interior stagnation stream-
lines between upstream and exit control 
surfaces define the lateral control sur-
faces of the channel. 
All flow quantities at the entrance 
of the channel are know.. It is neces-
sary to compute the distribution of 
static pressures and momenta at channel 
exit in order to find the forces which 
the flow exerts upon the channel walls. 
Pertinent quantities which have been 
computed already are assembled conven-
iently in Table 4-lOo 
At Standard Sea Level,1 the mass 
density, f 80 , of air is 0,.002.3'78 slugs· 
/cf, and the corresponding w-eight de11si-
51 
ty, . 'a sO , equals 0.07651 lbs/cf o Since the free-stream Mach number i.s 
rather high, channel entrance conditions corresponding to an alti"t;ude of 
. Table 4-10. 
Flow Direction, Expansion Angle, and Mach Number at Channel Exit 
Station 8 cp M 
Chart 2-1127 
--
1 9° 07' f 25° 10950 
2 12° 1705 1 t 28° 10.5 1 20067 
3 60 4905 1 + 22° 4205 1 10870 
4 11° 4905 1 + 27° 4205 1 20055 
5 160 4905 1 f 32° 4205 1 20246 
6 6° 49.5' f 42° 42o5' 2 .. 660 
7 11° 49.5' f 37o 4205 1 20445 
8 4° 32' ~ 45° 20765 
9 9° 32 1 1 50° 3.,014 
10 110 18 1 ~ 51° 46 1 3.,109 
20,000 ft, Standard Atmosphere a.re selected., The subscript O refers to 
Standard Sea Level conditions, and the subscripts to stagnation con-
ditionso Let a equal the local acoustic velocity, fps, and T equal 
. s a 
the absolute temperature, degrees R., At channel entrance~ 
Ps 
27 Ibid., 
ffi. 
fso = 0.,5327 ' 
p 
......L.. =0.4593 , 
p sO 
T8 =44707° R, 
a.8 =1040 fps .. 28 
= ;080 ~s = Oo002J78(0o5327) --:- 00001268 slugs/cf 
so 
28 M., J .. Zucrow, Principles of Jet Propulsion .sng Gas Turbine§, 
po 340 
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p 
P s = P sO p s =14 .. 7(0.,4593) = 6075 psia o 
so 
Tables 4-11 and 4-12 contain the flow conditions at channel entrance and 
at the ten stations of the channel e:dt" The columns of figures are num= 
bered continuously throughout the two tableso Let 
f = local mass density, slugs/cf; 
a = local acoustic velocity, fps; 
V = Ma =local flow velocity, fps; 
A = local station area, sqo in .. = (station width, ino) (1 ino) j) 
since blade height= 1 ino; 
oZ. = angle between local flow direction and outward normal to con-
trol surface, degrees; 
V11 = V cos ex.. = velocity component normal to control sur.face,, fps;, 
V = V = velocity component along :z?-axis, fps, since x-axis is par=· 
X 11 
allel to normal to control surface; 
V = V sin o< = velocity component along y-axis, fps 9 since y-axis y 
is parallel to control surf ace; 
A = 0 sqo in., by choice of axes, = component of control surface 
X 
segment, A parallel to :x-axis, sq., in,,; 
Ay = A. = component of control surface segment A parallel to y-a:ids 9 
sq .. ino, since control surface is parallel to y-axiso 
Then, the values of the entries for a given station are obtained 
by the scheme which follows on the next two pageso 
The data of Tables 4-11 and 4-12 permit the computation of the for-
ces which the flow exerts upon the walls of the channel.. The channel 
configuration has been described already, and is show-n in Figure 4-510 
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(A) (B) (C) (D) 
Entry in Obtained by At Value (And) Multi-
By 
Column Re~ding of plying 
1 Chart 1-129 M, Table 
--- ---
4-1030 
2 Column 1 
---
p s = 6075 1/(A) 
3 Chart l-229 M; Table 
--- ---
4.103° 
4 Column 3 --- Ps = 0.,00126f 1/(A) 
5 Chart 1-429 M, Table 
--- ---
4-103° 
6 . Column 5 
--- a = 1040 1/(A) s 
7 Column 6 
---
M, Table (A) 
4-lo'0 
8 Station Length 
--- ---
on Sea.le D'wng .. 
! 
9 Angle between 
--- --- ---
8 , Table 4-1030 
and outw. normal 
to contr .. surface 
10 Trig .. Tables Column 9 
--- --= 
11 Trig .. Tables Column 9 
--- ---
12 
--- --- Column 7 Column io 
1.3 
--- ---
Column 12 0::tself 
29 c .. L .. Dailey and F .. c .. Wood, ibid., 
30 Bo 51 .. 
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{A) (B) (C) (D) 
Entry in Obtained by At Value (And) Multi-
By 
Column Reading or plying 
14 --- --- Column 7 Column 11 
15 
--- ---
Column 4 Column 8 
16 
--- ---
Column 15 Column 13 
17 
--- ---
Product of Column 14 
Col., 15 and 
Colo 12 
18 
--- ---
Column 2 Column S 
The y-axis coincides with the exit control surface, and the origin with 
the trailing edge of the lower profile.,, The results sought are the com-
ponents of the forces along the 
I 
I 
I I 
n~l--
1 
v"*'1,nce 
:;,o• 
s•so' I 
I µ 
1-<JO' 
I 
axes.. Let n1 be the outward nol'b 
mal to the entrance control SUI'-
face, and n2 the outward normal 
to the exit control surfacea 
I 
I 
I 
Then,·the acute angle between n1 
~r-r,.,.;....,...,..,..,...,..,.,.,.,.,rrn-r-r-,-r,77"",,,,_--~x and the free-stream. velocity up-
Figure 4~51 stream equals 3° 50 1 • Since all 
~m,,-s-l~mllk 
Location of Axes of Modified Blunt- 1'8 ts are referred to the direc-
· Nosed Profile Channel tion of the free-stream velocity 
upstream, the entries of column 9 may be obtained by computation .. 
o<.ent;ance equals 180° - 3° 50'. Since the I 's of the exit stations all 
have the postscript t , the value of o( for any exit station equals 
6 i + ) 0 501 , where i · exit station numbero Let L. indicate a summation 
1 
Station P/P 
Entrance 4,,94 
1 7.27 
2 8070 
3 6$40 
4 8.55 
5 11,,50 
6 2108 
7 15.,6 
8 25o7 
9 37.5 
10 43o2 
Table 4-11 
Channel-Entrance and -Exit Distributions, Part 1 of 2 Parts 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
p P8/ P t° lTs/T a V 
>< 104 
l.,J67 30125 4.060 lo257 828 1408 
0.928 4.,1 3.095 1..327 784 1530 
00776 4.67 2,,717 1,,362 764 1580 
1.,056 3 .. 76 3.,375 1 .. 304 797 1490 
0.,790 40625 2.742 1.,358 766 1573 
00587 5.72 2 .. 217 1,,417 734 1649 
0.,3097 9.,05 L402 10555 668 1778 
00433 7.,14 1 .. 776 1.482 702 1718 
0.,2625 10016 1 .. 250 1.,591 654 1810 
00180 13.,23 0.958 1..678 620 1869 
001563 14.,70 00863 L712 607 1888 
8 
A =Ay 
L6000 
0.2750 
0,,0670 
0.0404 
0.,2490 
0.,0096 
0.,1452 
000788 
0 .. 0260 
0.,1970 
0 .. 5120 
9 
o<. 
176° 10 1 
12° 57' 
16° 07.5 1 
10° 39o5V 
15° 39 .. 51 
. 20° 39 .. 51 
· 10° 39 .. 51 
15° 39~5' 
8° 22 1 
· 13° 22' 
15° 08 1 
\)"'~ 
'--'°I 
Table 4-12 
Channel-Entrance and -Exit Distributions, Part 2 of 2 Parts 
' 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Station sin o<.. V = V 2 Vy fAy fAVn2 cos 0( V ll X n 
X 10-6 X 104 = f A1,V V 
. ll X 
Entrance -0 .. 998 0.,067 ~1405 1..975 , 94.4 6.,49 -1283. 
1 0.975 0.224 1492 20224 342~8 o .. 851 189.3 
2 0.,961 0.,278 1518 2 .. 304 439 .. 0.182 42.0 
.3 0.983 0"185 1465 2.146 275 .. 7 0.,136.3 29.28 
4 0.963 0.,270 1516 2.297 425. 0068.3 156.,8 
5 0.,936 O .,35.3 1543 2 • .383 582., 0 .. 02125 5 .. 08 
6 0 .. 983 0.,185 1748 3 .. 057 329., 002036 62 .. 2 
7 0.,963 0.270 1655 2.,740 464. o.,1.3q9 .38.,.32 
8 0.,989 0.,146 1791 3.,205 264.,2 0.0.325 10.,4.3 
9 0.,973 0.,2.31 1819 3.,.305 431.5 0.1888 62.,4 
10 0 .. 965 0.,261 1822 3.,320 493. 0.,442 146.,7 
17 
f AVnVy 
-86.1 
43o5 
12 .. 14 
5.51 
44.,0 
L912 
11.71 
10.,76 
1..5.38 
14.,82 
39.,67 
18 
p~ 
2 .. 185 
0 .. 255 
0 .. 052 
0.04265 
001942 
0 .. 00564 
0.0449 
0.,0341 
0 .. 00683 
0.03545 
0.0801 
\.h 
°' 
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of terms, and let 
1ilx,entrance = x-eomponent of momentum at entrance, lbs(114), 
1M-:x,e:x:it = x-component of momentum at e:x:i.t, lbs(114); 
LlrM.x = x-oomponent of change of momentum, lbs(J.44) o 
The analogous terms along the y-a:x:i.s are obtained by substituting y for 
x in the subscripts and definitions. 
1vlx,entrance = [ f A V n V ~ 
· Y · ~ entrance 
Let 
10 
1'Ylx,exit = L. rp AV VJ ' i = exit station number,. i=l~ ynxi 
0 
force due to Llrov\. lbs., Then, 
X ' 
b,. ~x = _1283 - 742 .. 5 = 540.,5 lbs(l14) 
FLl<n'l.?<- = 1!4 (540.,5) =- 3. 75 lbs 0 
1) · = x-eomponent of force due to static pressure at 
x,entrance 
to) x,e:rlt 
F ,p 
X 
F 
X 
~ x,entranee 
entrance, lbs; 
= x-component o.f .force due to static pressure at . 
e:x:i.t, lbs; 
=x-component of net force due to static pressure, 
lbs; 
= x-component of total force, lbso 
= [PA J = 2.,185 lbs , 
Y entrance 
10 
= Lr rPA J = 0.,751 lbs, i =exit station number, i=ll y i 
=16) - tP ·t = 20185 - 0.,751 
x,entra.nee .:x,en 
= 1.,434 lbs , 
,tv1y-, entrance 
-0\,ly,exit 
F y 
=1v\. . ·t· - 1Vl t = 185.,6· - 86~1 y,en · V y,en ranee 
= 99.,5 lbs (144) ., 
= ..1.... t/o\!l = ...l.. 99.,5 = Oo691 lbs 144 y 144 
' 
' 
J) 
. 
' 
since the choice of axes forces the x-co:mponents of the entrance a:rid 
exit control surface areas to be zero, which forces the y-co:mponents of 
forces due to static pressures to be zero. Fx is the axial thrust :per 
cha.nnel, and F y the torque-:force· per channel of . the cascade • Figure 
4-52 shows the directions of all forces with respect to the axes. 
Com;io11e11fs ort? 110/ c/mw/J lo 
sarle. 4// s/Jcw };l.;e d1h:?cl/011 ol' 
&- l&rce CJ!? /!Jt? Pow 01? 1/Je 
dol?IJ,d wo/6 . 
---E----1P:,,:,e.nlronce ----~,e,<it 
~1-------------------.-x 
Figure 4-52 
Force Components for Channel in Cascade of 
Second Modification of Blunt-rfosed Profiles 
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C Ca~ca,de of Shall!-Nosed Profiles 
I 
1 Profile and Channel Layout 
Most of the profile has been designed already in part B of this 
chaptero For the sake of convenience, the parts already selected are 
show in Figure 4-53. The portion left incomplete is the semi-ogive on 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
the lovrer nose arc of 
the profileo A semi-
wedge angle of 14 de-
grees is selected for 
I I 
I I 
the initial section of 
i,,.,~ ~~ the semi-ogive. A smooth connection curve __ .,... ___ . 
/rr,~-sll'eam !>tJw 
Figure 4-53 is draw, replacing the 
Layout of Channel of Sharp-
Nosed Profiles (Incomplete) 
corner made by the inter-
section of the semi-
wedge line and the original nose outline.. The layout is complete now1 
and the new nose, or leading edge appears as shown in Figure 4-540 
Figure 4-54 
Nose Region of Sharp-
Nosed Profile 
'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~---' 
2 Nose Region 
The nose portion of the lovrer 
channel wall is a semi-wedge o The 
flow preceding the leading 
edge is identical to that of the first 
two profiles analyzed .. Hence, at the 
lower wall, I = ~ = 9° 07' .. A weak 
oblique shock wave is. caused by the 
semi-wedgeo The shock is a straight 
60 
wave, originating at the wedge point, and intersecting the attached nose 
wave originating at the entrance point of the upper channel wallo 
Most of the symbols used in the remainder of this chapter already 
have been defined. Additional quantities shall be introduced and defin-
ed as needed" Let 
OWL = oblique wave originating at lower channel wall entrance 1 
OWU = oblique wave originating at upper channel wall entrance o 
For the Yave OWL, t\ = 46°, Chart 2-131 o 
.31 Past the wave1 M = lo.'.376, Chart 2-7 ; 
cp =8° 15 1 , Chart 2-1131 .. 
For the wave OW, 6w = 530 50', Chart 2-131 • 
Immediately past the wave, M = 1.1'75, Chart 2-731 ; 
(p =3°, Chart 2-1131 o 
Figure 4-55 shows the initial segments of both OWL and OWUo Following 
Figure 4-".55 
· Initial Segments of OWL· and OWU 
)
rS'h(jhl pl,an oP en/l"Clnc~ 
ll,P.fJM' wal I 
p 
·~'~~ 
Figure 4-56 
Flow Along Upper Wall 
the straight portion of the initial· segment of the upper channel wall is 
a oiroula.r-a.rc convex transition seetion, 'which is in turn followed by 
61 
a long portion of straight 'Wall., This appears in Figure 4-560 
The turning along the convex portion of the upper wall is from 14°i 
to 11° UP 1 , with respect to the free-stream .flow'directiono Hence, 
the turning equals 25° 18 1 .. At P, cp = 3°. Therefore 1 cp corresponding 
to the turning past the curved portion equals 3° + 25° 18' = 28° 18' o 
Since the wall remains straight, this is also Cf)exit at the wall, unless 
a wave from the opposite wall is reflected at the t.1pper wall. 
Five e:xpansion characteristics are .used, with the first one origin-
ating at P., The first four of these et are assigned respective .6cp = 6 
= 5°. The last e 4> is assigned .6(p = 8 = 50 18i. Table 4-1.3 presents 
the layout quantities for the upper-wall characteristicso 
Table 4-1.3 
' e4i Along Upper Wall of Sharp-Nosed Profile Channel 
Char·. cp Ll cp J ew 1~ f tan 6 e tan e w w 
art 2-1132 
,, 
e3 .30 50 58° 24v 140 ~ 0.,249 72° 2L~' 3.,152 
Elg go 50 47° 121 9° t 00158 56° 121 1.,/+94 
e13 13° 50 40° 40 1 4° t 0.,070 44° 40 1 0.,988 
e1s 180 50 35° 50 1 1° t Oa017 34° 50' o.696 J 
e2.3 23° 5° 18' 32° 101 60~ 011105 26° 101 0.,491 
··-
.~.-
The shape of the remainder of OW remains to be determined. Let 
Rw = radius of curvature of the ogive portion of' the wall, in.; 
Tr =.l.. =·~tiifvature of ogive portion of wall, -1- 0 
, ~ in .. ' 
32 Ibid., 
R6 = radius of curvature of attached nose shock, ine; 
Ks = .l... = curvature of attached nose shocks ~ " 
Rs ino 
The distances are measured on ·the layout pattern (see appendix), which 
has a sea.le ratio. of 10 to lo 
At a free-stream M of 1 .. 7.11 and with a semi-wedge angle of 14 degrees, 
Hence, 
~ = LOO, by in·terpolation}J 
'W 
R = R = 3 .. 296 ino 
s w 
The curved portion of the nose shock begins at the point of intersection 
of e3 and the initial segment of owu, and ends when the local G =J6°o w 
From this point, OW continues as a straight line, with {jw = 36°, until 
it intersects OWLo The straight outer portion of OW is a Mach wave of 
zero turning power .. The construction of the curved portion of OW ap- , 
l cenlerr al' o_!p've a l"C 
} 
Q( 
Figure 4-57 
Construction of Curved Portion of OW 
pears in Figure 4-57 .. It is rea.-
sonable· to asstune that the central 
angle of the circle arc which 
ma.tches the ogive wall arc is ap-
proximately equal to the central 
angle of the circle arc forming 
the curved portion of OW,, By 
measurementp 
(central anglep wa.11 arc) 
= 16° 42u, and 
.33 Mo M., Munk and Ro C q Prim, "Surface-Pressure Gradient and Shock-
Front Curvature at the Edge of a Plane Ogive with Attached Shock Front," 
J.ournal Q! the Aeronauticaj. Sciences, XV (D<Tovember, 1948) 1 Fig .. 4, 693,, 
I 
I 
(central angleJ arc of ~m·ved portion of OWU) = 1?0 50i P 
which satisfies the assumpt:iono If the angles are too greatly different)) 
the cause-and~effect relation between the ogive wall and the curved po!'k 
tion of the shock fails., 
The first three of the five e ¢ are straight, and cease at their re~ 
spective points of intersection with OWU,, This behavior is confirmed by 
actual pictures of patterns of flow about lenticular airfoils)4 
3 Downstream Region. 
The center pattern must be examined next. o Again, the method and the 
terminolo6'y are nearly identical to those used for the analyses of the 
two previous channelso The pattern, as shown in Figure 1,-58,.. is simpler 
IO' 01' t 
oy.lL 
/ -9•01' 1 
(/~&-dream !'kw 
B 
Figure 4-58 
Cent,er P a.ttern 
than before., Past AB/) the flow 
E corresponds -to M = L? 9 and cp 
5 
= 17° 45n" Chart 2-1135, Pas·t e13 , 
cp = 18°, according to Table 
4.;.1.336 o 'rhe two flows should 
match1 and it is assumed that the 
C flow past AB is identical to that 
behind e1-:i " The error due to 
. ;) 
this assumption is practieally 
zeroo The flow directions, or 
6 i S.:, are inscribed in each subregion" The computatio:n of the quantities 
Jlr Antonio Ferri" filments of Aero~ of SuperJ3~ Fl"Q.1;l;§,9 
Fig., 1041 p" 152 and Fig,, 105, po 1530 . 
36 P., 6L 
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required for the layout of the continuation of OWL is given in Table 
Table 4-14 
Continuation of OWL, Center Pattern, Sharp-Nosed Profile Channel 
! 
- -I Segment ¢ M e s ew tan e w w 
,Chart 2-1137 Chart 2-1.37 
BC 18° L,705 45° 45' 10 t 46° 451 1.,063 
CD 23° 1.88 410 60 1 47° lc.072 
DE 28° 18' 20072 37° 110 18' t 48° 18' lol22 
4-140 BB is the continuation of the Mach wave portion of owrr o CC and 
DD are continv.ations of e1s and e23 i respectivelyo The quantities re-
quired for the layout of these segments are computed and presented in 
Table 4-15 .. 
Continuations of OW 9 e1s , s.nd e23 ; Center Pattern., Sharp-Nosed Pro-
file Channel 
q) I ew 1 t) 
-Segment M tan e 
w w 
j- Chart 2-1137 ~ 
- 1 .. 376 46° 45' 9° 07' + 37° 3sv B:§. go 45v 00771 
CQ lo.376 8° 15' 46° 45v 100 07' i 360 .3gu 0/744 
DD not reqo 13° 15 1 40° 20' 15° 07' .+ 250 1.311 Oa471 
The remainder of the channel pattern may be analyzed nowo The con-
tinuation of the weak oblique shock OWL is reflected from the upper chan-
nel wall, as shown in Figure 4--590 The flow directions are noted in each 
subregio:no EF is the reflected waveo The location of the wave segment 
DE, the flow direction, 8 , preceding DE, and I pa.st DE have been dete1,.,. 
37 G., L .. Dailey and F o Co Wood, a,;bido 1 
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minei:l in the 'ana.lysisnof the center'patterne J past EF is prescribed by 
the wal~ directio~; that is, the flow past EF must be parallel to the wallo 
?.o• e.5' t 
OWL. 
D 
Figure 4-59 
~F = cpDD -t 6e 
23 
%F = 13° 15v + 5° 18 1 = 18° 33u, 
~F = 1,,723, Chart 2-1138 , 
DEF = 90 07v 
t)w,EF = 45° 15v, Chart 2-1.38 ; 
Reflection of OWL ,~t,EF == t\.r$EF = 8 EF ' 
ew,EF = 45° 15 i - 20° 25 I 
e = 24° 
_w,EF 
50' , 
tan' Bw,EF = 0,,46.3 
Past EF, M = MII EF o 
' 
MII EF = 10405, Chart 2-73S 
' 
G'fr,EF = 9o 10', Chart 2-1138 o 
The continuation of OWU, labeled BB, is reflected from the lower 
walL At the center pattern, the flow behind BB., has J = 10° 071 t, but 
at the lower wall, 8 must equal 9° 07 1 t o An adjustment is necessaryi,, 
l'lc,w dir~l;d,11 
~
Figure 4,-60 
Refleetion of OWO' 
and it is assumed that the transition 
between the two directions is smooth$ 
takes place close to the center, and 
leaves most of the flow past BB at b 
=9° 07 1 f o The reflection pattern 
appears in Figure 4-60.. The flow 
through BB and the reflected wave BG does not cha.nge direction of condi-
.38 Ibida 
tion. 
cot 
~G = MBB =L376 11 Table 1+=·15·39 , 
~G = 8° 15 v , Chart 2-1140 ; 
e - - '60 451 
_w,BG - "I· , 
8w BG= ew BG+ 
ii ' 
t5 - = o 676 w,BG ~ 0 
Chart 2 ·11~.0 , 
f BG =46° 45 1 + 9° 07V = 55° 52 1 
" 
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As stated previously, q), M, and other flow quantities past BG are the 
same as ahead of BG,, 
4 Cha.nnel-E1dt Region 
The analysis of this section closely parallels that of Section 4, 
Part B of this chaptero Figure 4-61 displays the exit patterno The e:idt 
~-5 
reriecf/on of~·-- 'i--
1 
I 
I I 4 
I 
e2_3 . I 
~-
I 
Figure 4-61 
Channel-E:idt Pat tern 
39 P., 64,, 
control surface:1 indicated by the dashed 
line, passes between the trailing edges of 
the two adjacent profiles. The inlet con= 
trol surface is parallel to the exit sui\\,,,, 
face, and passes between the leading edges 
of the two adjacent profilese The lateral 
control surfaces of the channel are formed 
by the interior stagnation streamlines be,,. 
tween the inlet and the exit control sur, .. 
faces., 
All flow quantities at channel en= 
trance are known o In order to find the 
40 G0 L., Dailey and Fo Go Wood, ibid., 
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forces which the flow exerts upon the channel walls; i'G is necessary to 
compute the distribution of ste:t.ic pre ssu1~0 s and momenta at channel eJd.t o 
For convenience, pertinent quantities which have been computed already 
are assembled in Table 4-160 The flow conditions at channel inlet and 
Table 4-16 
~-- ------------·-----------------------~~---, 
Flow Direction, Expansion Angle, and Mach Number at Channel Exit 
~~--~st~a~t~i~on---·--~~~--- -- -----8_-_ --------_- ----_T_ ~ --cp---+--Ch_a_rt_M 2_-_1_1_41 ______ ---
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
9° 07' t 
9° 07 1 + 
15° 07 1 t 
20° 25 1 + 
11° 18' t 
go 151 
go 15ff 
13° 15! 
18° 33v 
90 ioi 
l 0 J76 
L376 
lo545 
1.723 
1.405 
at the five stations of the channel exit are contained in Tables 4=17 
and 4-18., The values of the entries for a given station are obtained 
by the scheme produced in Section 4, Part B of this chapter., 
n, 
Axes and Outward Normals 
of Sharp-Nosed Profile Channel 
I 
I Sufficient data are available 
I I now for the computation of the 
I -~ forces ,which the flo'W exerts upon 
r00 ' the walls of the channel<> The 
I 
~ channel configuration~ alo:n.g with 
the outward normals n1 and n2 ,, 
are sho1,m in Figure 4=62,, As be-
fore,, the acute angle between n 
1 
and the direction of the free= 
stream velocity at inlet equals 
~~~~-~-----------~ 
41 Ibido 
Table 4-17 
Channel-Entrance and --Exit Distributions, Part 1 of 2 Parts 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
' 
Station P/P p /Jr/ f /> iT:/f a V 
X 104 
Entrance 4o94 1.367 3.125 4.060 1.257 828 1408 
1 3 .. 08 2.192 2.23 5.69 1.174 886 1218 
2 3.08 2.192 2 .. 23 5.69 1.174 886 1218 
3 .3.92 1.722 2 .. 66 4.765 1.216 856 1322 
4 5.12 1.318 3 .. 22 3.,94 1.263 823 1418 
5 3 .. 21 2.103 2.30 5.515 1 .. 181 881 1238 
Table 4-18 
Channel-Entrance and -Exit Distributions., Part 2 of 2 Parts 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Station -- sin OI.... 
.vn = vx 
• 2 
Vy fA fAVn2 cos 0( vn y 
X 10-6 X 104 = pA.s,.VnVx 
Entrance 
-0 .. 998 0.067 -1405 10975 94 .. 4 6.,49 =1283. 
1 0.,975 0.224 1188 1.413 273 .. 0 .. 2072 29.25 
2 0.975 0.224 1188 L413 273,,, 1 .. 012 142 .. 9 
3 0.946 0.,325 1250 L563 1.,,29.,5 1.,873 29.304 
4 0.,912 0 .. 411 1294 1 .. 677 583. 3 .. 60 603.,5 
5 0.965 0.261 1195 1 .. 428 3230 0.437 62.4 
8 
A= liy 
1.6000 
0.0364 
0 .. 1776 
0.3932 
0.9136 
0.0792 
17 
pAVnVy 
-8601 
6 .. 715 
32.8 
100.7 
272. 
16 .. 88 
9 
°'-
176° 10 1 
12° 57' 
12° 57' 
18° 57 1 
24° 15' 
15° 08' 
18 
Pfiy 
2.185 
0.0798 
0.,389 
Oo677 
1..204 
0 .. 1668 °' 00. 
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.3° 50'. 
· 6.rt'fl.. :x; = ~ x,entrance -1av\..x$-erlt = 128.30 - 113L5 = 15lo5 lbs(J.44);, 
Fll~,y, = i1, li.<m.x = J4 15105 = 1..052 lbs .. 
-19 x,entrance = IPAyJ = 20185 lbs L entrance 
/6) x,erlt 
5 
= [ [PA7] 1 ~2.;17 lbs, i =e:xit ota,tion number, 
i=l . 
'oVl.y,erlt 
F,11 
X 
F~--
·x 
F 
X 
= 1-1 x,erlt - /P x.,entrance = 20517 - 20185 
= Oo.332 lbs , 
= F6~ + F ~ = 1.,052 + 0 0332 = 1..384 lbs 
1' X 
' 
to'vty, entrance ;::: 'f AVn V 1 = 86.1 lbs(l.44) r . ~ entrance ,---------------~ 
,6~ = ~ ·t - f'X'/1. ' y y,en. v·y,entrance 
t:tftA, = 429 •. 1 - 86 .1 y 
1:t6-A.y = .34.3 .o lbs (144) 
F6 cifvt11 = 2.,J82 lbs 
' 
F y = FA1M = 2 .. 382 lbs.., j 
Figure 4-6.3 shows the directions 
of all force components with re-
spect to the axes .. 
' 
' 
I 
Figura 4-63 X 
Force Components for Channel :in 
Cascade of Sharp-Nosed Profiles 
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CHAPTER V 
FALLACIES AND ERRONEOUS APPROACHES 
A Introduction 
This chapter may be omitted entirely without disturbing the conti-
nuity of the study. It is presented only in order to save other workers 
the trouble of pursuing certain fruitless paths.. The following items 
are presented in outline form .. In each instance, the fallacious assump-
tion is given, and, where necessary, the successful alternative assump-
tion is pointed out~ 
B Joukowski Profile 
After selecting a suitable direction of approach of the incompres-
sible free stream, a Joukowski profile1 having the same thickness and 
camber as the original cascade element is constructed, partly by trial-
and-error, and the stagnation streamline plotted in the neighborhood 
ahead of the leading edge. The transformation of the curve to both the 
supersonic and subsonic regions is quite difficult, and totally unneces-
sary for the location of the entrance flow direction1 as may be seen 
from the analysis in Chapter IV~ Part A, Section 2., 
c Analytic Relation Between ~ !filQ. Shock SheJtes 
· A search is made for an analytic relation between the shape of the 
detached wave and the nose region of the original profile on the assump-
tion of the existence of such a relation., The fa.ct that the flow is 
mixed makes this very difficult.. The direction of solution is not re-
1 Richard von Mises, Theory of Flight, P• 122 ff., 
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versible, which makes the direction of procedure tl!iique., The first as-
sumption must be that of the shape of the shock wave., A relation may be 
written then defining the nose shape in terms of the shock shape with a 
power series. For each assumption of a shock shape, there exists a 
unique nose shape. The process of assuming shock shapes until a nose 
shape approximately equivalent to that of the original profile is found 
is a long one. In addition, the solution of the power series relation 
is not straightforward., Hencej this method is not attempted bee.ause the 
a.mount of work involved is not justified. 
Instead, an· alternate assumption must be ma.~e., It is supposed that 
the shock shape can be located threugh the method of isoclines, or that 
the shock shape is an integral curve of the nose shape.2 This is a 
graphical construction., From a sha.dowgraph,3 a center of isoclines is 
located. It is assumed that this point does not shift· for a change in 
Mach number from 1 .. 8 to 1., 7.. The nose wave found thus is used in the 
subsequent location of a pair of sonic lines, and for the analysis of 
the supersonic region doii!llstream. The resulting flows converge ver-y ra-
pidly toward each other and toward the wall., This leads to the physical 
impossiblity of vanishing flow. Since the analysis is rather straight-
forward, the failure is due to the wrong assumption of the shape of the 
nos~ wave.. This conclusion is supported by Busemann, who contra.diets the 
assumption of an analytic relation.,4 The incorporation of his alterna.-
2 Theodore v,. KS:rm.gfu and Maurice A .. Biot, Mathematical Methods in, 
Engineering, po 7e 
3 Hans Wolfgang· Liepmann and Allen E., Puckett, sm,o m,.,, Fig .. 6~13, 
P• 99. 
4 Adolf Busemann, .2I}_,. ill<t, p <t 11.. 
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tive leads to a successful solutionp as presented in Chapter IV~ Part A, 
Section 2. 
D Selection of Entrance M in ~el~tion to Nose Pattern Overlap 
The problem of detached shock is comparatively old, and the absence 
of theoretical results implies that it is difficult to solve.. Sharp-
nosed profiles demand a unique direction of flow approach for optimum per,. 
formance, and even a small deviation from this produces flow patterns 
having large entropy jumps, and hence large losses of energy& It is hoped 
that this property does not pertain to blunt-nosed profiles of sufficiently 
slim proportions~ The free-stream M may be selected slightly larger than 
1.0, whereupon the detached shock is very strong, and the region behind 
the wave is probably entirely subsonic~ Behind the intersection of ad-
jacent waves, the flow has an even lower Mo The energy losses due to 
this overlap become prohibitive, and Mach numbers only slightly greater 
than 1.0 must be avoidedo Too high an M should be avoided also, since 
little is known about the hypersonic regiono Hence the next stage of 
practical research should concern itself with LO < M ~ 2 .. 0~ The selec-
tion of M = 1.7 at channel entrance is prompted by the availability of 
a shadowgraph photograph, mentioned in Part G .. 
E Shear~ Energy Dissipation in~ Sunersonic Region 
The assumption that shear sheets die out rapidly in a supersonic 
flow fails., Supersonic flow is essentially stable, and disturbances 
tend to persist. Also, the actual channel is extremely short, less than· 
2 inches long, and the flow time required is insufficient for dissipa-
tion in such a brief patho 
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F Build-Up of Shock Along Concave Wall ~ :t,Q, Wedge Nose Qll Profile 
If it is assumed that the .flow in the channel of the original pro-
files is entirely supersonic past the nose regions, then the comparison 
channel must have one concave wall, the entrance to which is a semi-
wedge. To preserve similarity., the semi-wedge angle is large., and a 
strong oblique shock is attached to the nose of the profile. The concave 
form of the downstream wall causes a series of compression characteris-
tics. Immediately past the strong attached shock, the flow is but slight= 
ly supersonic, so that the succeeding slow compression results in the 
building of a shock-wave envelope in the interior of the channel. After 
sufficient turning of the flow, a portion of the envelope shock becomes 
normal, and the flow downstream of this portion becomes subsonico If 
this had been noticed earlier, it could have been used as a reason for 
abandoning the original profile, since even the comparison profile re-
sults in subsonic conditions in the channel~ These are, of course, to 
be avoided. 
G Analysis Dowstrea,:m of Channel Trailing Edges 
It is extremely difficult to locate the portion of the stagnation 
streamline dowstream of each trailing edgeo At first, this seems neces-
sary in order to define the channel walls completely for a change-of-mo-
mentum analysis. This solution is not required, however, since the chan-
nel side walls end at the trailing edges of the profiles, by the dtftni-
tion of the exit control surfaeeo 
H Partial Center Pattern Resulting in Void-Wedge Flow 
If the assumption is made that the last bent e ~ intersects the nose 
wave ahead of the center point, either above or below, a void wedge of 
flou results dovnstream of the intersection9 as sho'W!l in Figure 5=lo 
/0~(' 
ab/;aue eM~,, ,,wJnf 
Figure 5-1 
Void-Wedge Flow 
Hence i) this partial pattern cannot 
be used in the solution of the cen-
ter region.,· This failure is avoided 
in Parts B and C of Chapter IV by a 
- -· 
different assumption for each of the 
center pa.tternso 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
A method is developed for computing the axial thrust and tangential 
force, or torque-force, rea.ct:ions of a suitabley selected cascade of blunt-
nosed profiles to a compressible-·flui.d flow having a free-stream Mach num-
ber arbitrarily set at 1.,7., The problem is reduced to the analysis of the 
two-dimensional channel flow between two adjacent profiles of the cascade., 
A criterion is found for locating the detach distance:, and the shape of 
the detached nose shock ahead of each profileo The limits of the sub..;. 
sonic region behind the detached shock are defined then9 and thEJ subse= 
quent supersonic flow in the channel is computedo It is found that too 
sharp a curvature of a concave wall causes an indeterminate interior pat·-
tern. The only fact evident in this case is that the flow in this inte-
rior pattern is strongly subsonico To avoid excessive turning of the 
flow, which produces strong shocks in the channel ;\nd subsonic flow o.f 
indeterminate configuration.I' the original cascade slement is modified. 
such that the formerly concave channel wall is initially convex;i then 
straight., A valid solution then in obtained and compared to that found 
for a channel, the bordering elements of which are sha:i.j)-nosed profiles.I' 
identical to the modified blt111"G,=nosed profiles with the exception of the 
nose region., The method of analysis for the flow of a compressible fluid 
about a sharp-nosed profile is already known9 and the subsequent channel 
analysis is straightforward,,. Since no experiment,al results are available 
for comparison to the theoretical values obtained for the channel. cif 
blunt-nosed profiles!' the results of the sharp-nosed profile channel anar 
lysis are the only measure of validity for the original developments of 
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this work,, 
A cascade of sharp-nosed profiles in an i:nltially supersonic flow 
has but one angle of attack for whi.ch the perform.anc:e is at an opt,imumo 
If this angle is changed.? the shock either detaches itself from the nose 
of the profile, or a subsonic zone form.s on one side of the nose of each 
cascade element., In either case, ca.sc:ade performance is very poorj) and 
high energy losses result o A slim blul1"t-nosed element,, however.? permii;;s 
a slight variation of the angle of attack for which useful performance 
may still be obtained from the cascade" If the blunt nose of the element 
is sufficiently small)) the region of strong shoek of the detached shock 
is quite small, and only small entropy increases occuro In addition)) 
the conv@x curvature past the subsonic zone behind t;he st,ro:ng portion of 
the detached shock permits a smooth e:xpans:ion of the f'low, and hence a 
desirable increase in Mach mun.ber without increase in entropy., The com,., 
parison element)) or sharp-nosed profile;, has either noJ) or a YEH'Y small 
section of convex surface serving as a guide to smooth strpersonic e:xpat!:-
siono 
The mass flow per inch of bla.de height at ·the entrance rof each 
channel equals 00912 slugs/sec., At the e:idt control surface of the 
sharp-nosed profile channel ii the mass flow equals O <>8957 slugs/ sec" 
This is sufficiently close to the value of the entrence mass flow to 
satisfy the mass flow continuity condition for thi.s channelo However.? 
the mass flow @.cross the exit control surface of the blunt-"nosed profile 
channel is found to be equal to O "4599 slugs/ sec,, This is only slightly 
more than 50 per cent of the mass flow at the channel entrance control 
surf;ace o The neglect of strong flows parallel "t;o the detached wave in 
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the subsonic region is the cause of this violat,ion of the mass flow Clon-
tinuity condition., However,, the trend of the given solution relatdvo 
. the comparison solution is still correct from the standpoint of energy 
analysiso 
It is possible to compute a fictitious set of values for the exit 
distribution of the blunt-nosed profile channelp such that these values 
will indicate the upper performance limit of the channelo Let BNC refer 
to the blunt-nosed profile channel already computed,, BNCU to the blunt<-
nosed profile channel with the fictitious e:rlt distribution9 ai."'ld SNC to 
the sharp-nosed profile channel., 
slugs/cf at e:rlt station i, where 
I Let f i des:ignate the mass density :i.n 
i = lJ) 2, 3J) ¢ 0 0 J) 100 
The mass flow continuity condition is so.tisfied approximately if it is 
assumed that 
f'i = 2 f i , where f i refers to BNC exit stations .. 
It is know that 
PS ...L 
=(l + 'o - 1 MG) ~-I p 2 
I 
and & =(l + ~ - 1 ~)T-T )-
f 2 J 
from which it can be seen that 
~~=(:~r 
where P' is the static pressure corresponding to f 1 o Corresponding stag= 
nation pressures ax1d densities remain tmchanged; that is, 
1 Hans Wolfgang Liepmann and Allen Eo PuckettJ'! ~ ill,oJ) equations 
3~9 and 3°10, po 260 
p '= p 
s s 
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and 
With the aid of these relations, the entries of Table 6-,,l are compui:;ed., 
The product pt~ is the static pressure force per inch of blade height 
for each exit station., 
Table 6-1 
Modified Exit Static Pressure Force Distribution)) 
Blunt-Nosed Profile Channel 
Station fs/P f;/ P' p ~/P'I I pi Ay pu Ay 
I 
Table 4-112 Table 4,-112 
I 
1 fi,ol 2.,05 2 .. 73 2.,473 o0 .. 2750 0.6800 
2 4 .. 67 20335 3.276 20062 000670 0.,1.382 
3 3.,76 L,88 2.o42 2.,79 000404, 0.1128 
4 4.625 2 .. 313 3.,23 2o09 002490 005210 
5 5.72 2086 4.35 L552 0.,0096 0.,0149 
6 9.,05 4<>525 8.,27 0~816 0.,1452 0.,1185 
7 7.14 3,,57 5.94 L137 0,,0788 0.,0896 
8 10 .. 16 5.08 9.,73 Oo694 0.,0260 0.,01805 
9 13.23 6,,615 14.,10 00479 0.,1970 0.0944 
10 14,,70 7.,35 16.,30 0.,414 0.,5120 0.,2120 
-·---· ·- ---" ··--------
Using the symbols defined in Chapter IV ll the forces of the flow on BNC' 
now may be computed ., Since the channel entrance conditions re:mai:n un-
changed, 'o'V\.. "'n.i.r has the same value as before" However, because 
x,"' .v anee 
of the change in f , ~x,erl.t of' B:NC~ is double that of BNG., This 
statement holds if y is substituted for x in the subscripts .. 
2 p .. 550 
~$entrance 
'dl'lx,e:dt 
.6~x 
D.~ 
= 1283., lbs (144) 
= 2(742.,5) =- 1485 .. lbs(144) 
=~~el'rtra:nce - ~oexit 
= 1283., - 14850 = - 202., lbs(l44) 
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F4~% = Jz (- 2020) = - L402 lbs " 
The foree due to static pressure at channel entrance remains the same as 
that for Parts B and C of Chapter IVo Since P 1A is the stat.ic pressure y 
force for each exit station, the summation of the last column of Table 
6-1 is equal to the force due to static pressure at channel exit .. 
1?x,entrance = 2.185 lbs 
~; .. 
x,e:x:tt 
Ft/? X 
F1r X 
F 
X 
10 
= L_,fP 1A 1 = 10999 lbs 
i =lL Yj i ' 
= J/P x., entrance - t'Q7 x,, exit 
= 20185 - 1.,999 = Ool86 lbs 
=F""' Av,,'f - F,t) =- ... 10402 - 0.,186 
X 
The minus sign implies that energy is supplied to the floy in the in,.. 
terior of the channel, since the axial drag is negative .. This is not 
possible physically without an exterior energy source,, but does not 
ha:rnper the computation of BNcn values a.s upper performance limits .. 
From the statement on page ?8, 
tM y, entrance 
~y.,e:rlt 
= 86 .. 1 lbs.(144) 
= 2(185 .. 6) = .371 .. 2 lbs(J.44) 
=.371 .. 2 - 86.,l = 285 .. l lbs(J.44) 
0 
A comparison is made between important values of BNC, SNC, and BNC 1 , and 
Table 6-2 
-~--~~-~--~-~------------~-~---------------, 
Comparison of Constituents of/and Cascade Channel Force Components, ~art 1 of 3 Parts 
Quantity, Units I BNC Re1. I SNC By _J SJ:JCI Commentary 
~ x, entrance , lbs(J.44) 12830 - / 1283., --- I Identical entrance eonditionso 
foY\x,e:rlt , lbs(J.44) 742 .. 5 < 1131.5 I 34.,4 I Greater loss of energy due to detached shocko 
I 
FA~i , lbs 3,/15 ) 1..0521 256.,4 J Greater loss of energy ~ue to detached shocko 
\ ~ x, entrance' lbs 2 .. 185 - 2.,1851 -- I Identical entrance conditions .. 
,1? x.llerlt , T?s o .. 751 < 2.,517 70.,2 Exit velocities of BNC) exit velocities of SNC I 
F'3' ~ lbs 1.,434 ) 0.,332 33108 From the above, since ~ x entr is constant., 
X 
: , ance 
Fx , lbs 2.,316 > 10384 67,.J Greater axial drag is due to detached shocko 
~yi,entra.neeP lbs(J.44)1 86.,1 1- I 8601 I --= I Identical entlauce conditions .. 
1Y\y7 ex:it j lbs(144) 185.,6 
I 
< I 429 .. 1 56o7 I Greater loss of energy due to detached shock., 
F y , lbs 0.,691 < I 2 .. 3821 71.,0 I Greater loss of energy due to detached shocko 
()Q. 
0 
I 
Table 6-3 
arts Comparison of Constituents of/and Cascade Channel Force Components, Part 2 of 3 P, 
--.--··-----
Quantity, Units BNC 1 Rel. BNC 'By _J BNC: Commentary 
I 
1'Ax, entrance' lbs (144) · 1283. - 1283 .. I Identical entrance conditions .. - ---
I 
~lx,e:xit , lbs(l44) 1485. ) 742,,5 100. Since p' i = 2 f i • 
FA~ 
'f, 
, lbs - 1.402 < 3.75 137 .. 3 Energy is supplied in the BNC' ch .nnel. 
~· lbs 2 .. 185 - 2.185 --= Identical entrance conditions. -
x,entrance' I -
I&> x, e:x:i. t s• I , lbs 1 .. 999 > 0.751 166.5 1nce pi = 2 f i ., , 
F~ , lbs 0 .. 186 < 1 .. 434 87 ... 1 From the &bove, since 1? t 
X 
x,en ranc 
is constant. 
Fx , lbs = 1.588 < i 2 .. 316 168.8 Energy is supplied in the BNC' ch annel,, 
i I 
~y,.entrance' lbs(U4) 86.,1 i - I 86.1 ....,._,..,,,. Identical entrance conditions. I -
1vlyJerlt , lbs(l44) 371.,2 I ) 1s5~6 I 100., Since f ~ = 2 f i • I 
I 186.2 Since p1 =2 fi .. F 1 lbs 1.9781 ) 0.691/ y 
00 
f-1 
Table 6-4 
Comparison of Constituents of/and Cascade Cha,:'1.nel Force Components, Part .3 of .3 Parts 
Quantity, Units BNC' Relo SNC By _J, SNC Commentary 
--· 
1128.3. 'il'l-"--x~~mtranceP lbs(J.44.) 128.3. - Identical entrance conditions. - ----
~x,exit , lbs(144) 
I 
1485., > 'll.31.,5 .31..22 Energy is supplied in the BNC 1 channel. 
' 
Ft:c~r;1: j lbs - L402 < 1.052 23.3 .. 5 Energy is supplied in the BNC 1 channelo 
I'{? :x1 entrance>' lbs 2.,185 
- 2 .. 185 Identical entrance conditionso - ~ -
,;GJ x,,.exit , lbs 1.999 < 2 .. 517 20 .. 57 Since f 1• = 2 f. o J. 1 
Fl/? , leis 0.,1S6 < 0.,332 44.0 From the above, since J(l _ t _ is constanto XcE'lil ranee X 
F -
X , lbs ~ 1..588 ( 1 • .384 214 .. 4 Energy is supplied in the BNC t channel o 
~l ~ 2 lbs(144) 8601 - 86.,1 Identical entrance conditionso - ~ -
· yjenvrance 
lrMyJexit 1 lbs(14! .. ) .371 .. 2 ( 429.,1 1.3.5 Since f 11 = 2 f i " 
F s, lbs 
I 
lo978 < 2.,382 16.97 Since ?:1. = 2 f i .. y 
---·------ --·-
CQ. 
N 
presented in Tables 6-2, 6-.3)) and 6-4,o Rel. at the head of each third 
column stands for relation; that is~ respectively, is greater thanp is 
less than, and is identical to. 
The five graphs which follow give a clear comparison of the most, 
important exit distribution. quantities of the blunt-nosed profile chan-
nel of Part B.9 and the sharp-nosed profile channel of Parrt C of Chapter 
IV, The values are extracted from the tables of Section 4 of the re-
spective parts of the same chapterQ 
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CHAPTER VII 
CO?JCLUSION 
The chief purpose of this investigation~ the determination of the 
thrust- and torque-reactions of a straight cascade of blunt-nosed pro-
files to the flow of air with an entrance Mach nvmber of L 7, has been 
achieved. The pattern is shown in Figure A-3 of the Appendix., The axial 
force, or. drag of the flow~ per cha:r111el~ per inch of blade height equals 
2.316 lbs. The tangential force~ or torque force of the flow on the 
cascade equals o .. 691 lbs per channel, per inch of blade height.a In the 
symbols already developed~ 
FYrBNC = Oo691 lbs 
For the comparison channel of sharp-nosed profiles, shown in Figure &--4 
of the Appendix., 
F = LJ8L, lbs 
x~SNC 
Fyj)SNC = 20382 lbs . 
where the terms hm.re definitions corresponding to those of the bltmt-
nosed profile cascade. 
Because of the discrepancy in mass flows in the analysis of the 
blunt-nosed profile channel, a fictitious set of force values~ labeled 
BNC 1 , for which the mass flow continuity condition holds 1 was computed 
in Chapter VI., The mos-t important of these values are 
F x,BNC 1 = -L,588 lbs $ 
and F BNCt = 10978 lbs ~ y~ 
where again the terms have definitons corresponding to those of the 
blunt-nosed profile cascadeo In final summation)) 
F > F > x,BNC x,,SNC 
and F > F Y,SNC: y,BNCi 
0 > Fx,BJ\JCU 
) Fy,,BNC 
90 
These inequalities are as expected, and are explained in the commentary 
columsn of Tables 6-2, 6-3, and 6-4 of Chapter VI Q 
Since the BNCi quantities represent the upper limit of the perfo!"In-
a.nee of BNC, a final estimate can be made of both Fx and FY of BNC which 
will be the most plausible solution available at presentG Let these 
final estimates be designated by Fx,,BNC and Fy,,BNC, having values which 
are assumed to lie midway between respective upper and lower performance 
limitso Hence, 
and 
It is seen that 
Fx BNC = i-(Fx BNC ;- F x SNC) I ,, . ~ 
Fx,BNC = !(2 .. 316 + lo.384) 
[ F BNC = 1..850 lbs I x, 
--· -----,------"~----·· . --
F BNC =t(F BNCV + F BNC) Y, y,, YP 
Fy,BNC = f(lo978 + Oo691) 
r~ ,,;NC = lo.335 lb~ I 
--------
• 
' 
Fx,BNC) Fx,SNC and Fy,,BNC ( FyJ)SNC ~ 
which is in accordance with the energy analysis result that the losses 
in a blunt-nosed profile channel are greater than those in a similar 
sharp-nosed profile channel~ 
The criteria found for locating the detach distance and the shape 
of the detached shock wav-e ahead of each blunt-nosed profile are some .... 
what crude. Further refinement should lead to a. mapping relation in 
which the shape of the sensitive shoulder arcs and the distance frrrm 
91 
the shoulder circle center to the no:rm.al-shock point on the detached 
wave are the principal parameters with which the shock-wave shape can 
be located from the profile nose shape. 
Excessive turning of the flow must be a.voided in the design of 
blunt-nosed profile cascades, since it causes strong subsonic flow in 
the interior of each channel.. Further analysis is required to locate 
conditions of maximum turning without interior subsonic flowo 
Figure A-3 of the Appendix shows that the blunt-nosed profiles are 
too slim to be sufficiently strongo A redesign is necessaryo The cas-
cade spacing, or pitch, should not be decreased, but the profiles should 
.-------------------~ 
Figure 7-1 
Suggested Cascade Design Change 
be shortened1 as shown in Figure 7-lo 
This assures that no subsonic flow 
will occur in the interior of the 
channeL, In fact 1 the exit flow 
will be more supersonic, and most of 
the flow will have a greater turning, 
and hence. a great,er change of momen= 
tum in the ta.ngentialr or yr direc-
tiono Hence~ FY will be greater 
than beforep and a stronger blade 
with better performance is the for-
tunate result o Since strength is no consideration in this solutioni, 
the redesign is not given hereo 
I11 the development of high-speed aircraft~ new de signs of axial~ 
,, flow turbomachines are requirede These machines mus~ operate both at, 
92 
supersonic and subsonic flight ~--peedso The nucleus of these designs is 
a straight cascade capable of operating iti both speed ranges o A blunt-
nosed profile is best for subsonic operation, while a sharp=nosed one is 
preferable for supersonic flight., Until now,, it was feared that the 
bltmt-nosed profile was incapable of supersonic operationo Although H;s 
performance is inferior to that of a sharp-nosed profile!) the results of 
this work show that it can be used for both speed ranges, while it is 
already known that a sharp-nosed profile cannot o Of course~ a means 
must be devised for moving from the subsonic range to the supersonic 
one o The most obvious method is the brief use of booster rocket so No 
special au.,"'l:iliary equipment is required for the reverse operationo 
It is demonstrated that useful. performance may be obtained from a 
cascade of blunt-nosed profiles,, provided· that the turning of the flow 
is not great enough to cause subsonic flow in the interior of each chan-
neL The perforr.aance of the bltmtn·n.osed profile cascade is inferior to 
that of a sharp-nosed profile cascade in q. supersonic flow., Although 
the solution of the problem lacks rigor, it, is hoped that it will be a 
small aid in the develcpment of the general theories of detached-shock 
flow and mixed-flow cascades.., since no experimental results are avail-
able at present o 
This analysis is but the first small step toward the design of a 
subsonic-supersonic turbomachine Q The rrsults are sufficiently promis-
ing to allow the author to recommend that further work should be done o 
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